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ABSTRACT
Layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly is a simple technique capable of building multi-
functional thin films on a variety of surfaces from dilute aqueous solutions. LbL
coatings on polyurethane foam have been successful in reducing the flammability
through environmentally friendly means. This technology provides a potential av-
enue for replacing halogenated flame retardants which are successfully used on foams,
but present a toxic threat to health and the environment.
A thin film nano-brick wall structure composed of chitosan and vermiculite clay
was combined with an all-polymer film of chitosan and ammonium polyphosphate to
form a stacked coating on polyurethane foam to reduce flammability. Individually,
the coatings were able to reduce flammability of the foam, however the all-polymer
coating was unable to prevent total degradation of the polyurethane due to inability
to form char prior to the collapse of the foam. The nano-brick wall provided the
necessary structure to allow the all-polymer coating to act and form an expanded
insulating char layer that prevents flame spread across the surface of the polyurethane
as well as reduce the peak heat release rate of the foam significantly.
Incorporating carbon nanotubes into a LbL assembly allowed further reductions
in polyurethane foam flammability. Only a few layers of nanotube-containing poly-
mer layers were able to completely prevent flame propagation in both horizontal and
vertical flame tests. Cone calorimetry revealed significant reductions in peak heat
release rate as well as total smoke release. Reduction in heat release rates and smoke
release are important factors towards extending escape time in a fire scenario.
Barrier fabrics are commonly used to protect flammable materials. A polyelec-
trolyte complex was used to coat cotton fabric and prevented flame spread and igni-
ii
tion of underlying polyurethane foam. This study also highlights the importance of
testing combined fabric and foam assemblies as pertaining to upholstered furniture.
Cone calorimetry is a useful instrument to ascertain interactions between varying
fabric and foam compositions and potentially will highlight an appropriate method
for flame retarding the combination.
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NOMENCLATURE
AL Alginate
APP Ammonium polyphosphate
APTES 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane
ATH Alumina trihydroxide
BL Bilayer
BMT Boehmite
CH Chitosan
CNF Carbon nanofibers
CNT Carbon nanotubes
DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid
DPAA N-(5,5-dimethyl-1,3,2-dioxaphosphinyl-2-yl)-acrylamide
DPEPA N-2-(5,5-dimethyl-1,3,2-dioxaphosphinyl-2-ylamino)-ethylacetamide-
2-propenyl acid
F− POSS Fluorinated-decyl polyhedral oligomeric silsquioxane
FNR β-FeOOH nanorods
FR Flame retardant
GO Graphene oxide
HFT Horizontal flame test
LbL Layer-by-layer
LDH Layered double hydroxide
LOI Limiting oxygen index
MCC Microcombustion calorimetry
MF Melamine foam
vi
MMT Montmorillonite
MWNT Multiwalled carbon nanotubes
NiA Nickel alginate
NP Nanoparticle
PA Phytic acid
PAA Poly(acrylic acid)
PAm Polyamide
PAHDP Poly(allylamine diphosphonate)
PC Polycarbonate
PCFC Pyrolysis-combustion flow calorimetry
PDDA Polydiallyldimethylammonium chloride
PE Polyethylene
PECO Polyester-cotton
PEI Polyethylenimine
PEI− Py Pyrene-modified polyethylenimine
PET Polyester
PHMGP Polyhexamethylene guanidine phosphate
pkHRR Peak heat release rate
PLA Polylactide
POSS Polyhedral oligomeric silsquioxane
PPA Polyphosphoric acid
PS Polystyrene
PSP Sodium hexametaphosphate or poly(sodium phosphate)
PU Polyurethane
PVPA Poly(vinylphosphonic acid)
vii
PVS Poly(vinyl sulfonic acid sodium salt)
QL Quadlayer
SEM Scanning electron microscopy
SiN Nitrogen-modified silane
TGA Thermogravimetric analysis
THR Total heat release
TL Trilayer
TNT Titanate nanotubes
TSR Total smoke release
TTI Time to ignition
VFT Vertical flame test
VMT Vermiculite
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1. INTRODUCTION∗
1.1 Background
An average of seven people died each day in United States home fires, from 2009
to 2013, according to the National Fire Protection Association [2]. Nearly 50% of
these fires began in family rooms or bedrooms that contain the majority of house-
hold furniture. With ever increasing amounts of flammable polymeric materials in
households (e.g., cushions for chairs, drapery for windows, mattresses, etc.), there
is a tremendous need for sustainable and cost-effective flame retarding treatments
[3]. The majority of upholstered furniture contains open-celled polyurethane (PU)
foam that tends to smolder, flow, and pyrolyze under fire conditions due to its in-
sulating behavior, low thermal inertia, and open structure [4]. A common technique
for retarding the flammability of PUF is to introduce bromine-based molecules that
scavenge (H• and OH•) radicals in the gas phase [5, 6], but these halogenated ad-
ditives are undergoing worldwide scrutiny for the toxic smoke they release and their
potential to leach into the environment [7, 8, 9].
Nanoparticle fillers including clays and carbon nanotubes have been shown to
successfully reduced polymer flammability [6]. Thin films assembled using layer-by-
layer (LbL) deposition are a good alternative to these filled nanocomposites with
high tailorability and limited impact on the bulk polymer properties [10]. Along
with superior flame retardant properties [11, 12, 13, 14], these films have also been
prepared for gas barriers [15, 16], superhydrophobic [17, 18], antimicrobial [19, 20],
and electrically conductive [21, 22] applications. The versatility of LbL is due to the
wide range of components supported by the technology [23, 24, 25]. In addition to the
∗Parts of this section are reprinted with permission from Reference [1]. Copyright 2014, Springer
Science+Business Media New York
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limitless combinations of components, film properties can be adjusted by changing
parameters such as solution pH [26, 27], buffer content [28, 29], ionic strength [30],
and temperature [27, 31].
The simplicity of layer-by-layer assemblies allows for production of complex as-
semblies without difficult processing. This is even possible on complex substrates
such as fabric and foam making LbL a good solution for applying flame retardant
coatings on polymer surfaces. Applying a coating to the surface where the combus-
tion cycle takes place allows direct interaction with and obstruction of the fire. The
LbL process has been used to create successful flame retardant coatings through the
use of all-polymer and/or polymer-nanoparticle thin films [32, 33, 11, 34]. The water-
based nature of the LbL process allows for tailorable chemistries to be deposited to
suit the targeted substrate while limiting the negative effects on the physical prop-
erties [35, 36, 12].
The focus of this dissertation is on reducing the flammability of polyurethane
foam because of its prominent use in upholstered furniture that is found in homes,
automobiles and airplanes. Polyurethane is highly flammable and significantly in-
creases the fire threat when present. Current flame retardants used for polyurethanes,
specifically halogenated chemicals, are being banned for their danger to both per-
sonal and environmental health. Flame retardant thin films comprised of polymers
and nanoparticles were developed on polyurethane (or cotton as a barrier fabric for
polyurethane) to interfere with the combustion cycle and reduce flammability of the
foam. The objective of this research was to create coatings that have to potential
to reduce flammability of polyurethane and also completely prevent ignition of the
foam, or fabric and foam combination.
2
1.2 Objectives and Dissertation Outline
Section 2 briefly discusses polymer combustion and flame retardants in general.
An in depth review of existing literature focused on the development of layer-by-layer
flame retardant thin films on a range of substrates. This overview of the technique
discusses the progress of this technique and puts the contributions made by this body
of work into perspective.
Section 3 focuses on the ability to combine two different layer-by-layer coatings
into one and the improved effects they have on flame retarding foam. This stacked
coating is composed of chitosan (CH), vermiculite (VMT), and ammonium polyphos-
phate (APP) [1]. Growth and layer structure were characterized using transmission
electron microscopy (TEM). Thin films were deposited separately and as a stacked
coating on flexible polyurethane foam and the flammability was assessed using a
bench-top butane torch test and cone calorimetry.
Section 4 examines the effects of carbon nanotubes on flammability of PU [37].
Multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWNT) were suspended in pyrene-modified branched
polyethylenimine (PEI-Py) and/or poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) and then deposited onto
polyurethane using LbL assembly. Growth and composition were measured using
profilometry, quartz crystal microbalance (QCM), and thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA). Horizontal and vertical flame tests were used in conjunction with cone
calorimetry to investigate the flame retardant behavior.
Section 5 investigates an alternate approach to designing flame retardants for
polyurethane specifically related to upholstered foams. Cone calorimetry was used
along with multiple fabric and foam combinations to analyze various behaviors caused
by different chemical compositions. It highlights the ability of cone calorimetry to
highlight important differences and trends relating to specific fabric or foam com-
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positions and could provide a better understanding of how to flame retard these
varying combinations. It is also shown that a simple polyelectrolyte complex can be
deposited on cotton to create a lightweight barrier fabric for foam.
Section 6 provides conclusions pertaining to completed research and offers paths
of future research. This dissertation studies the ability of nanocoatings to flame
retard polyurethane foam through condensed phase mechanisms. It is evident that
nanocoatings, given the correct composition, are able to reduce flammability and
completely prevent ignition and flame spread.
Carbon nanotubes and titanate nanotubes show promise in LbL FR coatings on
polyurethane foam. Halloysite nanotubes have also been shown to successfully de-
posit in layer-by-layer films [38]. Studies have shown halloysite can be effective as a
flame retardant additive [39, 40]. Halloysite nanotubes offer a clay-based environmen-
tally benign method of achieving similar reductions in flammability on polyurethane
as other nanotube-based coatings. In a related study, halloysite has been filled with
flame retardant molecules to act as both a thermally stable barrier former and a
transport for other char forming moieties [41]. Utilizing the ability to fill these
nanoparticles and incorporate them into a LbL coating provides a unique opportu-
nity to further reduce polyurethane flammability.
Boron nitride comes in nanotubes and platelets that have high thermal stability
similar to other nanoparticles discussed in this dissertation. Hexagonal boron nitride
is also known to gain mass through oxidation when exposed to high temperatures
which could lead to improved thermal barrier formation. Developing a coating uti-
lizing boron nitride might prove to have significant reductions in flammability while
also potentially providing good gas barrier properties.
An important aspect to consider for any application oriented research is scala-
bility. LbL flame retardant technology has existed for many years and many suc-
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cessful coatings have been developed. In order to transition this technology into
a marketable product, scaling the technology on complex three dimension such as
polyurethane foam needs to be studied. Most of this work has been completed
through dipping in aqueous solutions, however that might not be viable on a large
scale for something as large as a couch cushion. Assessing the viability of spray coat-
ing these films onto the outermost surface of foam is one potential avenue of scaling
this technology. It will be important to assess the coating penetration depth and
the uniformity of this deposition method given the complex structure of foam. The
coatings will need to provide sufficient protection in the limited coated areas and
would act as a barrier layer to protect any polyurethane in the bulk of the sample
that does not get coated.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Polymer Flammability Threat
Plastics, textiles and foams play an important role in everyday life. These mate-
rials are primarily organic polymers which, due to their flammable nature, present
a fire risk. Flame retardants have been developed for decades to reduce fire damage
by either inhibiting ignition or reducing flame spread in the event that ignition does
occur. Fire is a gas phase oxidative process that requires oxygen from the atmo-
sphere and combustible compounds that act as fuel. In order to ignite, a polymeric
material must first undergo some form of degradation. As they thermally decom-
pose, polymers break down into constituent parts and free radicals, which enter the
vapor phase and combust with atmospheric oxygen as long as the temperature is
above the ignition temperature or a suitable ignition source is present (i.e., a spark).
Combustion is exothermic, recycling thermal energy back into the underlying ma-
terial, resulting in more material decomposition feeding the combustion zone with
fuel [42]. This process is represented schematically in Figure 2.1. The key region is
the interface between the flame and the solid polymer. It is in this region that the
temperature is high enough to start the degradation reactions of the polymer that
will affect both the polymer and any additives that may be present. At this point,
volatile species formed will escape into the flame and heavier degradation products
will remain to further degrade either into more volatiles or into solid char.
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Figure 2.1: Scheme representing the polymer combustion process. Reproduced with
permission from Reference [42]. Copyright 1991, Elsevier Science Publishers Ltd,
England.
Interrupting the degradation at the flame-to-polymer interface is the primary goal
of flame retardants (FR). Various flame retardants act in different ways depending
on the burning characteristics of the base material. For example, thermoplastics typ-
ically melt when exposed to the heat of fire, whereas cellulose will simply combust,
decomposing into combustible gases, smoke, and char. Improving char formation,
suffocating the flame by removing reactive radical species, or reducing the heat avail-
able for further degradation are all methods employed by current flame retardants.
The increase use of plastics and other flammable materials over the past several
decades has resulted in a significantly increased threat to human life as well as in-
creased cost to repair damage resulting from fires every year. It was discovered that
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as of 2013, the United States has double the reported deaths per million population
compared to Great Britain [43]. A majority of these fatalities occur in residential
settings. Furniture is one of the major fuel sources because it is generally composed
completely of flammable materials (wood, textiles, foam, etc.). Regulations are sup-
posed to help limit the risk associated with these flammable materials, but recent
developments, including the removal of open flame test requirements in Californias
Technical Bulletin 117, which is related to furniture flammability, may be reducing
fire safety. This change was made based on growing environmental and health con-
cerns related to halogenated flame retardants which are some of the most effective for
diminishing flaming ignition. New technologies are being developed to provide more
effective and environmentally-friendly flame retardant alternatives to pass even the
most rigorous flammability tests. This review will focus on one technology in par-
ticular, layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly, and the past decade of tremendous progress
and development made towards flame retarding polymeric materials using otherwise
benign chemistries and particles.
2.2 Flame Retardant Mechanisms
In the past century, with advances in technology and the ability to better under-
stand and study chemical reactions, the increase in flammable materials has been
accompanied by a thorough understanding and development of fire retardants. In
order for a material to become flame retardant, the flame cycle must be interrupted
in one or more of the stages (Figure 2.1). The first option is to interrupt the degra-
dation of the fuel source by providing an insulating shield that will act by preventing
further thermal degradation of the material, as well as prevent some of the flammable
degradation products from escaping into the flame zone. A flame starved of fuel will
eventually extinguish. This is a condensed phase flame retardant process since it
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interacts with the solid material, limiting the release of combustible components into
the gas phase. Gas phase flame retardants are most commonly composed of free rad-
ical scavengers. As gas phase flame retardants decompose along with the fuel source,
the radicals (most commonly halides) will scavenge the hydrogen and hydroxyl rad-
icals that are combusting with the volatiles being released from the degradation of
the solid phase. The fire will extinguish because the radical scavengers are starv-
ing the flame zone of combustion, reducing the amount of heat available to further
degrade the polymer. Another way of interrupting the fire cycle is by reducing the
amount of heat in the system through endothermic reactions, thereby limiting the
degradation of the flammable material and starving the flame of fuel. This is done
by incorporating materials that will release non-flammable gases such as water or
carbon dioxide that will dilute the fuel, cooling the polymer and limiting further
degradation. A brief overview of commonly used flame retardants is provided here.
2.2.1 Halogenated Flame Retardants
Halogenated molecules comprise the most diverse class of flame retardants [44].
These molecules function by releasing halogen radicals or hydrogen halides at or
below the decomposition temperature of the polymer being protected [45, 46]. The
most effective and commonly used materials are those containing chlorine or bromine.
These are very suitable for a range of engineering plastics and epoxy resins [47].
Halogenated flame retardants function primarily in the gas phase through release
of halogen radicals during a fire and immediately abstract hydrogen from nearby
sources. At this point, the hydrogen halides volatilize and enter the flame where
they react with either hydrogen or hydroxyl radicals to form hydrogen gas or water
and regenerate the halogen. The renewed radical halogen can react with other hy-
drocarbons in the gas phase to regenerate hydrogen halides and continue scavenging
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free hydrogen and hydroxyl radicals from the flame zone. Hydrogen halides can re-
duce the mass concentration of combustible gases as well as the temperature, which
limits and eventually halts propagation of the fire [48]. There are other theories that
suggest halogens also act in the condensed phase, encouraging char formation as the
halogen abstracts hydrogen from the polymer and results in the formation of double
bonds, which are known to be precursors to char [49, 50].
2.2.2 Phosporus-Containing Flame Retardants
Phosphorus-containing flame retardants are increasing in popularity due to grow-
ing global concern over health and environmental risks associated with halogenated
materials. Phosphorous flame retardants exist in four primary categories: elemen-
tal red phosphorus, inorganic phosphates, organic phosphorus-based materials, and
chlororganophosphates [51]. Phosphorus is most effective in materials containing
oxygen or nitrogen because it acts in the condensed-phase and is directly involved in
char formation [52]. Cellulose and other polymers containing hydroxyl groups work
well with phosphorus [53]. The acids formed from the decomposition of phosphate
salts or phosphate esters react with the hydroxyl groups of cellulose to catalyze char
formation [54]. Nitrogen can sometimes accelerate the phosphorylation of cellulose
through the formation of a P-N intermediate thereby synergizing the phosphorus
flame retardant [55] Molecules such as pentaerythritol or melamine can be used in
conjunction with phosphorus to promote phosphorylation and encourage char forma-
tion when this cannot occur with the polymer directly. These are called intumescent
systems because they form a viscous swollen char. This char is insulating and slows
the diffusion of volatile combustible products to the flame. Studies have shown the
use of intumescent systems in various polymers and have studied the chemistry of
formation of the intumescent chars in detail [56]. It is also possible that phosphorus-
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based flame retardants can act in the gas phase via radical scavenging.
2.2.3 Inorganic Hydroxide Flame Retardants
Acting to cool the flame zone, inorganic hydroxides have been successfully used
as flame retardants in many types of polymers. The primary benefit of inorganic
hydroxides, such as aluminum or magnesium, is that they release water at elevated
temperatures. This is an endothermic process, removing heat from the flame zone
as well as diluting the combustible gases [57]. It is also possible that in addition
to the endothermic release of water, anhydrous aluminum has a catalytic effect that
helps acid-catalyzed dehydration of certain polymers that improves charring [53].
Inorganic hydroxides at high loadings tend to have negative influence on polymer
physical properties, so methods of reducing loading by combining with other flame
retardant chemistries or improving dispersion are often explored.
2.2.4 Other Common Flame Retardants
Other flame retardants act in similar ways to those mentioned above because
they all serve to interrupt the fire cycle. Melamine-based flame retardants have high
nitrogen content and a relatively high thermal stability. Melamine is commonly used
in flexible polyurethane foams in conjunction with chloroalkyl phosphates and in in-
tumescent coatings with ammonium polyphosphate and pentaerythritol. Melamine
is beneficial because it does not melt, but rather sublimes near 350C, absorbing a
significant amount of energy. At high enough temperatures, melamine can also de-
compose through an endothermic process into cyanamid [55]. A competing reaction
involves melamine undergoing condensation, evolving ammonia and forming stable
condensates [58]. This action dilutes the gas phase with non-combustibles and in-
creases material in the condensed phase char layer. Melamine salts specifically tend
to favor progressive condensation. Borates such as sodium borate and boric acid
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have been used as flame retardants for cellulosic materials, whereas more thermally
stable zinc borates have been used in thermoplastics. In the case of sodium borate
and boric acid, it is believed they act very similarly to phosphorus by promoting
char formation [59]. Zinc borate has the ability to release significant amounts of
water due to extensive hydration of the borate. Borate dehydration is endothermic
and dilutes the gas phase [60]. Silicon-based flame retardants include a wide variety
of materials such as fumed silica, clays, and other particles. Many silicates act as
heat dispersants and are also good at reinforcing char due to generally high thermal
stability.
In most cases, the flame retardant chemistries mentioned above are included as
additives to foam and bulk polymers. These fillers often have a negative impact on
polymer physical properties due to high loading requirements. In the case of ther-
moplastics, dispersion of flame retardant fillers is also a major issue. Textiles, unlike
bulk polymers and foams, do not typically support flame retardant fillers and gener-
ally require a difficult curing process, such as the required pass through an ammonia
reactor to apply Proban to cotton or the application and cure of a back-coat in the
form of a bonding resin to reduce total fabric flammability. In all cases, the current
technologies are quite mature, dating back decades, and are simply reformulated for
the development of new polymer products to meet application specific flammability
requirements. In order to reduce the difficulties of processing and retaining inher-
ent polymer physical properties, new flame retardant technologies must be created.
Layer-by-layer deposition of flame retardant nanocoatings is one such opportunity
to overcome the challenges associated with current treatment options.
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2.3 Layer-by-Layer Assembly
2.3.1 Introduction to Layer-by-Layer Assembly
Layer-by-layer assembly is a simple and environmentally benign technique, most
commonly performed with water-based solutions. LbL deposition was first demon-
strated through the deposition of oppositely charged particles onto a substrate in
1966 [61]. Since that time, the technique has gained increasing popularity as re-
searchers explore endless combinations of ingredients and their respective function-
alities [62, 63, 64]. The typical preparation of LbL deposited coatings starts by
appropriately preparing a surface, commonly involving a surface charge. The sub-
strate is then exposed to aqueous solutions containing polymers or nanoparticles
(NP), with tailored affinities to one another for periods of time ranging from seconds
to minutes. Each deposition step is optionally followed by rinsing and drying steps
to remove any loosely adhered material. This leaves a single layer deposited on a
surface that has also reversed the effective surface interactions allowing a compli-
mentary material to be deposited. This procedure forms one bilayer (BL) and can
be repeated as many times as needed to achieve the desired thickness or properties.
A two-component LbL process is shown schematically in Figure 2.2. Layer-by-layer
deposition is not reliant on electrostatic interactions, as any complimentary interac-
tions, such as hydrogen bonding, can be used for deposition of multilayer thin films
[65]. In addition to bilayers, repeating sequences of trilayers (TL), quadlayers (QL),
etc. (or even as stacked multilayers of varying composition) have been deposited
to incorporate all the functionality required to achieve the desired final thin film
properties [66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71].
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of layer-by-layer assembly of polyelectrolytes onto a charged
surface.
2.3.2 Versatility of Layer-by-Layer Assembly
These multilayered thin films have a wide variety of tunable properties. Thick-
ness can be adjusted by changing parameters such as solution pH [26, 27], buffer
content [28, 29], ionic strength [30], and temperature [27, 31]. Polymers can also be
layered with nanoparticles to impart properties such as superhydrophobicity [72, 73],
UV absorption [74], high strength [75], gas barrier [69, 15], and energy generation
[76]. Recently, a review was dedicated to the development of gas barrier coatings
developed with this technique [15]. LbL deposition of polymer and clay results in
highly aligned platelets that form a tortuous pathway for gas molecules to traverse,
thereby dramatically improving the barrier properties.
2.4 Flame Retardant Layer-by-Layer Nanocoatings
A study investigating the combustion of layered silicate (i.e. clay) nanocompos-
ites showed a diagram representing the believed combustion mechanism and ablative
reassembly of a silicate nanocomposite [77]. Figure 2.3 shows how as the composite
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undergoes combustion, the silicate filler migrates towards the surface, forming an
ordered structure that very closely resembles the film structure created with poly-
mer/clay LbL assembly, which is also shown for comparison. It was this concept that
inspired the first use of clay-based LbL deposited nanocoatings for flame retardant
[33]. Nanocoatings are a great option for adding flame retardant coatings to polymer
surfaces since the material surface is the most important area to stop fire. Polymer
chemistry, particles, and small molecules all have a role to play in the development
of layer-by-layer nanocoatings for flame retarding various flammable polymeric sub-
strates. Textiles, foams, bulk polymers and even fibrous materials have benefited
from LbL flame retardant coatings. In less than ten years, the technology has been
adapted to a large variety of substrates (and numerous chemistries) and the pace
of development continues to grow. As will be shown in the subsequent section,
this is not limited to nanoparticles. Many other flame retardant chemistries can be
adapted into water-based environmentally friendly coatings. This review will dis-
cuss the significant body of work developed over the past decade that have focused
on formulating flame retardant coatings for textiles, foam, bulk polymers and other
unique flame retardant applications.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of the combustion mechanism and ablative
reassembly of silicate-based nanocomposites (left). Reproduced with permission from
Reference [77]. Copyright 2002, American Chemical Society. Layer-by-layer assembly
of a clay-based bilayer gas barrier coating (upper right) with a cross-sectional TEM
image (lower right) resembling the structure shown on the left. Reproduced with
permission from Reference [33]. Copyright 2009, American Chemical Society.
2.4.1 Layer-by-Layer Flame Retardant Coatings on Textiles
2.4.1.1 Coatings on Natural Fibers
With regards to layer-by-layer flame retardants, textiles, and more specifically
natural fiber based textiles, are by far the most studied materials. Due to the gen-
erally cellulosic nature of natural fibers, the primary focus has been on solid phase
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chemistries that will form char barriers on the fabric. This has been done by adapt-
ing bulk intumescent and charring chemistry concepts and/or incorporating inorganic
materials with high thermal stability. These coatings have the ability to create in-
sulating char layers on the surface of the fibers that reduce heat and mass transfer.
Due to the high volume of studies, the following section will be separated based
on coating type, namely char forming/intumescent or nanoparticle-based coatings.
Each section will then be discussed chronologically to show the growth of the field
and how coatings have improved over the past decade.
In 2006, Srikulkit, et al., deposited chitosan (CH) and polyphosphoric acid (PPA)
on silk to create the first flame retardant layer-by-layer coating [78]. The goal of this
study was to capitalize on the known synergy between nitrogen and phosphorous
to create a condensed phase char forming coating on the outside of the individual
silk fibers. Evidence of improved thermal resistance was measured using thermo-
gravimetric analysis (TGA) which showed that 60 layers (30 bilayers) retained 40
wt% at 600 ◦C compared to neat silk which had already completely decomposed.
In 2011, Li, et al., developed a layer-by-layer intumescent coating using poly(allyl
amine) (PAH) and sodium hexametaphosphate (PSP) as the LbL components to
create a char-forming coating that swells as it decomposes, allowing the cotton to
self-extinguish during vertical flame test (VFT), shown in Figure 2.4 [11]. This coat-
ing set a standard for LbL flame retardants as it is still one of the most successful
LbL FR coatings to be presented in terms of heat release rate improvement and
self-extinguishing behavior.
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Figure 2.4: Left shows cotton self-extinguishing behavior of 20BL coating with red
arrows directing to undamaged coated cotton (top) and charred fibers showing in-
tumescent behavior (bottom). Reproduced with permission from Reference [11].
Copyright 2011, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KgaA, Weinheim.
Translating bulk intumescent chemistry into nanocoatings seemed to be very ef-
fective and has since become one of the primary focuses of many LbL FR studies.
Laufer, et al., prepared an intumescent coating on cotton using chitosan as an envi-
ronmentally benign and renewable polyelectrolyte along with renewable phytic acid
(PA) [79]. This coating exhibited self-extinguishing behavior during vertical flame
testing. Microcombustion calorimetry (MCC) also exhibited significant reductions
in peak heat release rate (pkHRR) and total heat release (THR) by up to 60% and
76% respectively. The bubble formation witnessed in this and the previous study is
the char expansion commonly observed in macro-scale intumescent flame retardants.
The expanded char increases the distance between the substrate and the flame/heat,
improving the insulation and barrier effects of the char layer. Intumescent coat-
ings were also shown to be successful on ramie fabric by Zhang, et al., when they
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deposited polyethylenimine (PEI) with ammonium polyphosphate (APP) [80]. Self-
extinguishing behavior was exhibited during vertical flame tests and swollen, bubbly
char was observed under scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
In the spirit of creating environmentally benign flame retardants out of renew-
able resources, Carosio, et al., took advantage of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) due to
its inherently intumescent nature [81]. DNA contains a phosphoric acid precursor, a
char source, and the potential to release inert gases to act as a blowing agent. Pairing
DNA with chitosan increases the available char forming agents. The coating reduced
the pkHRR by 40% and the THR by 30%. These results are good and the idea of
incorporating fully renewable resources is promising; however these results are still
not as good as the first intumescent coating on cotton which reduced pkHRR by 64%
and THR by 68% for the same number of bilayers and similar weight addition to the
fabric [11]. Another attempt to show improved reduction in flammability on cotton
using similarly renewable resources, chitosan and phosphorylated cellulose, was made
by Pan, et al [82]. This study successfully improved the results on cotton showing
self-extinguishing behavior in VFT and reducing the pkHRR by 70% and the THR
by 81% with 20 BL. SEM revealed similar bubbled char as seen previously, indicat-
ing a successful intumescent coating that expanded during degradation, creating an
effective insulating char barrier on the surface of the cotton.
A phosphonate containing coating was developed by Negrell-Guirao, et al., in
which oligoallylamine was paired with synthesized phosphonated oligoallylamine [83].
This study showed that combining the two oligoallylamines improved the thermal and
thermo-oxidative stability when compared to the individual components. A follow
up study of this coating on cotton fabric was completed by Carosio, et al., which
assessed the effect of molecular weight on the coating flame retardant properties [84].
The results showed that increasing the molecular weight from 4,500 g/mol to 20,000
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g/mol and adjusting pH conditions of the solutions affect the coating results. As
of this study, the results were not significant; however, this would be an interesting
coating for further development. Based on after burn imaging, significant evidence
of bubbling and swelling suggest that tailoring the phosphorous content could very
well produce a coating that rivals previous intumescent systems.
Pan,et al., continued work on phosphorylating polymers to continue the improve-
ment of intumescent materials from renewable resources, using chitin as the derivative
for both LbL components [85]. In this study, chitin was phosphorylated and paired
with chitosan to produce a successful flame retardant coating for cotton fabric. Both
layering materials have the ability to be good char formers much like the underlying
cellulose. The coating reduced the pkHRR by 74% and THR by 86% and self-
extinguished in vertical flame tests with 20 BL. The phosphorous-containing coating
promoted thermal degradation of the cotton fabric at lower temperatures creating
a phosphorus-rich char barrier that reduced the amount of volatilized combustible
products. Fang, et al., coated cotton with 20 BL of CH/APP [86]. This system
reduced pkHRR and THR by 80% and 82% respectively. The improvement over
previous coatings is likely due to the increased phosphorus content in the coating.
Wang, et al., prepared nitrogen-modified silane hybrids (SiN) and paired them
with phytic acid to create an intumescent system that allowed cotton fabric to self-
extinguish in vertical flame testing with only 15 BL [87]. This is a significant result
for the VFT, but unfortunately heat release data was not as good as previous studies,
reducing pkHRR by 31% and THR by 38%. There appeared to be a steady decrease
in pkHRR as a function of bilayers so it is possible that with more layers, the re-
duction in these values could rival previous studies, especially since the swelling of
this system during degradation is significant at 15 BL. It is possible that the silicate
char formed from the silane during degradation is not as efficient of an insulating
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layer as one based on a more significant amount of carbon. Much more significant
reductions have been seen in coatings with chitosan as the alternate polyelectrolyte
with the phosphorus containing material, while this coating appears to achieve the
pronounced swelling behavior in fewer bilayers. A hybrid coating containing the
modified silane and a carbon-based char former such as chitosan with the phytic
acid might be able to further improve the heat release results.
Layer-by-layer is obviously capable of applying a variety of chemistries to a surface
and to this point, has shown great success in developing flame retardant coatings on
natural textiles, but LbL is not limited to incorporating a single property to the
substrate. Chen, et al., presented an interesting study that combined an LbL FR
coating with a hydrophobic functionality [88]. PEI was paired with APP particles in a
single bilayer on cotton fabric with an additional layer of fluorinated-decyl polyhedral
oligomeric silsesquioxane (F-POSS). The deposition time was significantly longer for
each solution compared to a majority of studies, using 20 min to deposit PEI and
1 hr to deposit the APP layer. The increased deposition times allowed a significant
amount of both materials to uniformly deposit onto the surface and after the addition
of F-POSS from an ethanol solution forming a trilayer, the fabrics self-extinguished
during vertical flame tests. This is a very significant result for only three deposited
layers. Investigation into the coating revealed that the coating deposited a significant
amount of weight to the fabric (approximately 1 wt% PEI, 19 wt% APP and 13
wt% F-POSS). The extremely high concentration of APP in the coating is likely
the source of the self-extinguishing behavior as the increased phosphorus content
increases the ability to catalyze char formation of the cotton. Even more impressive
and something that is not frequently seen tested, the samples underwent abrasion
testing and maintained self-extinguishing behavior. Fang, et al., produced a bi-
functional LbL coating on cotton fabric that improved flame resistance and also acted
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as an antimicrobial surface using polyhexamethylene guanidine phosphate (PHMGP)
and ammonium polyphosphate [86]. The coating did not self-extinguish even with
20 BL deposited, though a swollen char similar to other intumescent coatings was
observed. Regardless of the FR properties, this study shows an important step
towards creating truly functional LbL coatings for marketable areas such as hospital
fabrics where both fire and bacteria are of concern.
While multi-functional coatings are beneficial for broadening applications, using
affordable and sustainable materials is useful for reducing cost. Carosio, et al., found
that with only 4 BL of a starch-based coating, adding 7 wt% to the cotton, could
reduce the pkHRR up to 40% [89]. Self-extinguishing behavior was also noted on
horizontal flame spread tests (HFT). The use of starch which is a highly renewable
resource provides a possible path to sustainable FR coatings much like chitosan does.
Pan, et al., produced a coating with chitosan and phosphorylated poly(vinyl alcohol)
which successfully self-extinguished in VFT with 30 BL [90]. This coating is not as
efficient as previous coatings and serves more as an iterative step that solidifies the
evidence that combining phosphorus-containing layers with char forming layers on
natural fiber based fabrics is an effective flame retardant method.
Borates, much like phosphorus-containing materials, have been shown to have
good flame retarding effects on cellulosic materials[91] and more recently have been
shown to interact beneficially with P-N based FR materials[92, 93] to form multi-
cellular graphitized char. This is due to the fact that borates can form a glassy
insulating layer when melted, forming a good barrier to heat and oxygen [94]. Fang,
et al., has produced the most recent LbL FR coating on cotton as of the writing
of this review where the concept of including borate in intumescent systems to fur-
ther improve the FR behavior was focused on by combining sodium polyborate with
PHMGP [14]. The PHMGP provides the basic intumescent components and the
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polyborate significantly improves the performance. These coatings were tested at 5,
10 and 20 BL (3.6 wt%, 7.5 wt% and 12.9 wt% gain respectively) using VFT, HFT,
MCC and limiting oxygen index (LOI). VFT showed self-extinguishing behavior with
10 and 20 BL coatings and HFT self-extinguished in each case, with almost no flame
spread at 20 BL. MCC revealed pkHRR reductions of 78% for 5 BL up to 88% with
20BL. THR was reduced between 66% and 70%. These results are very significant
even at only 5 BL. LOI, which has rarely been analyzed for LbL coatings on fabric,
was also analyzed and revealed an increase from 18.5% LOI of uncoated cotton to
41% LOI of the 20 BL sample. This is a tremendous improvement in the LOI and
represents a very significant reduction in the overall flammability of the cotton. It
was determined that the success of this coating weighed heavily on the ability of
both the evolved phosphates and borate to rapidly catalyze the char formation of
the cotton fabric.
Intumescent, char forming coatings are by far the most successful LbL FR treat-
ments for natural fabrics, however many studies also focused on the incorporation of
nanoparticles and all inorganic materials in an effort to deposit pre-formed insulating
layers. LbL FR nanocoatings incorporating inorganic particles began in 2009 by Li,
et al., who used clay nanoparticles to create a protective barrier around cotton fibers
[33]. This coating prevented the complete decomposition of the cotton fabric after a
vertical flame test and this was further improved using larger clay particles in 2010
which showed increased fabric retention with increased clay content (see Figure 2.5)
[95]. The high thermal stability and insulating behavior of many inorganic particles
led to several studies focusing on incorporating particles into LbL films on fabric. Li,
et al., later created an all organo-silicon coating which prevented total decomposition
of the cotton after VFT and showed minor improvements to MCC results [96]. The
silicon based coating formed a hollow ceramic tube around the fibers after burning
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which acted as a barrier once formed. Laufer, et al., created a similar coating using
silica nanoparticles (8 and 27 nm) with polyethylenimine [97]. This coating saw very
similar results to the organo-silicon coating. Uur, et al., tried a similar coating on
cotton, but focused on the use of alumina nanoparticles instead of silica [98]. Only
minor increases to the limiting oxygen index were observed for this coating (from
LOI of 18% for the cotton to 22% in the best case coating). It is likely that this
system would have performed similarly to the silica-based coatings in calorimetry
and open flame tests.
Figure 2.5: Images of uncoated and 20 BL-coated fabrics following the vertical flame
test. Reproduced with permission from Reference [95]. Copyright 2010, American
Chemical Society
Huang, et al., polymerized flame retardant polymers and combined them with
clay platelets (and later, graphene oxide (GO) sheets) in attempt to benefit from
the barrier effects of the impermeable particles and also the proven performance of
char-forming polymer systems [99, 100]. The first study focused on pairing flame re-
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tardant poly(acrylic acid) (PAA), which was modified with N-2-(5,5-dimethyl-1,3,2-
dioxaphosphinyl-2-ylamino)-ethylacetamide-2-propenyl acid (DPEPA), with mont-
morillonite (MMT) clay [99]. Modifying the PAA with DPEPA in increasing amounts
showed increased thermal stability using TGA. Coupled with the clay, these coatings
formed a uniform and continuous char over the surface of the cotton fabrics, reducing
the pkHRR and THR as well as increasing time to ignition (TTI). This coating is
certainly acting in the solid phase and combines both char-forming chemistries as
well as inorganic platelets, forming an expanded barrier to heat and volatiles, lim-
iting flammability. The concept of combining platelets with charring chemistries
was continued by Huang, et al., through the use of graphene oxide and modi-
fied polyacrylamide [100]. Acrylamide was polymerized with N-(5,5-dimethyl-1,3,2-
dioxaphosphinyl-2-yl)-acrylamide (DPAA) to create an phosphorus-based charring
polymer. This was paired with graphene oxide to form another platelet/char-forming
coating combination. This coating successfully reduced the pkHRR and TTI by cre-
ating a continuous char. Based on the performance of previous inorganic particle
containing coatings on natural fibers, these coatings might benefit from replacing
the platelets (MMT or GO) with complimentary polymers. Using that layer to in-
corporate more phosphorus- or nitrogen-based materials for example could improve
the intumescent effect and create a more powerful flame retardant.
Cheng, et al., used silver nanparticles paired with polydiallyldimethylammonium
chloride (PDDA) to improve the thermal stability of cotton fabric [101]. TGA and
VFT were used to assess the flame retardant properties of this coating. Thermal
stability of the coated samples were higher, shifting the degradation temperature
nearly 30◦C and there was increased residue remaining (20%) after vertical flame
testing. This study had similar results to those with silica particles and other spher-
ical particles because the insulating properties that were assumed to be beneficial
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are somewhat underutilized given the spherical nature of the particles, leaving many
gaps and voids. Also, up to this point, all particle-based coatings tested in open-
flame tests have not shown the ability to self-extinguish, but only reduce the amount
of fabric lost.
Silmiar to the use of particles, Wang, et al., doped coatings on ramie fabric
with metal ions, zinc and copper, in order to improve the flame retardant properties
through reported synergy with phosphorous-based chemistries [102]. Reports have
shown that metal ions can promote the release of phosphoric acid from phosphorous-
containing compounds at lower temperatures, potentially initiating the flame retar-
dant activity earlier [103, 104, 105]. Unfortunately this study did not compare the
metal-containing coatings with just PEI and poly(vinylphosphonic acid) (PVPA)
coating on ramie fabric so it is difficult to tell if there was significant benefit to
including the metal ions, though it did appear that copper was more effective in
reducing the pkHRR during MCC over zinc.
Zhang, et al., assembled amino-functionalized multiwalled carbon nanotubes with
ammonium polyphosphate onto ramie fabric, utilizing the MWNT as somewhat of
a char precursor and the APP as a char catalyzer [106]. The addition of MWNT
produced results very similar to previous nanoparticles since the MWNT is effec-
tively a char precursor and acts to reduce heat and mass transfer between the flame
and the fibers. Increased performance was seen when the concentration of the APP
was increased, however even at 20 BL with the higher concentration, only 4 wt% was
added to the fabric, suggesting minimal growth of the LbL system. It is possible that
optimizing the growth and increasing the weight gain while maximizing the phos-
phorous content would show significant improvements to the results of this system.
Similar to using MWNT, Pan, et al., incorporated titanate nanotubes (TNT) into
a LbL coating with chitosan to create a thermally stable network on the surface of
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the cotton fabric [107]. This coating however, much like previous particle coatings,
provided little benefit to the flammability of the cotton. The samples completely
burned in vertical flame tests and it is evident through calorimetry and TGA that
the coating does not interact with the cotton during degradation, limiting the flame
retardant ability compared to coatings that have the ability to shift the degradation
temperature of the cotton and encourage char formation. The latest work on cotton
fabric using nanoparticles to impart flame retardant properties did not prevent the
sample from burning, however Chen, et al., did show that multifunctionality could
be imparted to the fabrics using antimicrobial and conductive componenets [108]. It
is evident that for natural, cellulosic fiber based textiles, the current most successful
route towards decreasing flammability via LbL is to add chemistries that directly
interact with the fabric, altering the degradation pathway while also forming a solid
insulating char barrier, creating significant separation between remaining fabric and
the flame zone.
2.4.1.2 Coatings on Natural and Synthetic Fiber Blends
Natural fibers, primarily cotton, have been blended with synthetic fibers to
achieve various physical properties. Unfortunately, synthetic fibers such as polyesters
and polyamides worsen the flammability in many cases because they melt and have
high heat release rates. Due to the high success on cotton, similar LbL coatings
have been prepared on polyester-cotton (PECO) blends. Algoni, et al., was the first
to try LbL on PECO blends using a combination of an intumescent coating and
inorganic silica nanoparticles [66]. There were minimal improvements to the heat
release, but the coating did allow some of the PECO to remain intact after verti-
cal flame testing. This study focused on chitosan and ammonium polyphosphate
bilayers, silica/silica bilayers, combinations of CH/APP + silica/silica bilayers, and
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silica/silica/CH/APP quadlayers. A very similar study by Carosio, et al., focused
on CH/APP bilayers compared to silica/APP bilayers [109]. The CH/APP coatings
performed very similarly to the previous study on PECO with CH/APP layers and it
was found that the silica/APP bilayers did not perform as well, which is understand-
able since phosphorus-based materials are known to interact with hydroxyl groups
(i.e., chitosan) to promote charring. In both cases, the afterglow phenomena typically
witnessed in the burning of cotton and PECO was suppressed. A follow up study was
performed by the same group using APP with poly(diallydimethyl ammonium chlo-
ride) and poly(acrylic acid) [110]. This study compared the results of this quadlayer
coating on cotton, PECO and pure polyester fabric. APP and PAA were considered
the char forming agents, and while no open flame tests were performed, TGA anal-
ysis showed an increase in residue remaining after high temperature exposure and
fabric textures were maintained to an extent. The same coating was used on the
same substrates in a following study which incorporated open flame tests and heat
release studies and found that the coating did improve substrate stability in open
flame tests and reduced pkHRR and THR on all three substrates, though it unfor-
tunately did not self-extinguish on any of the vertical flame samples [111]. Leistner,
et al., followed with a similar tactic on PECO using chitosan and a polyphosphate
as the base materials for a LbL FR coating, however melamine was introduced to
form melamine polyphosphate during the coating process and found that with only
12 wt% addition to the fabric, the coated samples self-extinguished during vertical
flame testing, seen in Figure 2.6, and reduced the pkHRR [112]. The success of this
coating was attributed to the formation of melamine polyphosphate in the coating
which is a known effective flame retardant.
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Figure 2.6: Fabric after vertical flame testing. Each coated sample had 12.5 ± 0.4
wt% deposited. Concentration of melamine in the cationic deposition solution is
increasing from left to right. Concentration of PSP in the anionic solution was held
constant at 2 wt%. Reproduced with permission from Reference [112]. Copyright
2015, Elsevier Ltd.
2.4.1.3 Coatings on Synthetic Fibers
Synthetic fibers, unlike cotton, melt when exposed to heat or flame since they
are typically thermoplastics such as polyesters (PET) and polyamides (PAm). While
fewer studies using LbL on synthetic fibers exist than on cotton and blends, some
progress has been made towards understanding how to best apply LbL to PET
or PAm 6,6 and achieve improvements in FR behavior. Carosio, et al., applied a
coating based on oppositely charged silica particles on PET fabric and was able
to eliminate melt-dripping and reduced the pkHRR by up to 20% [113]. It was
observed that smaller silica particles resulted in a more uniform coating, however
the coating became unstable at higher thicknesses, whereas the larger silica particles,
with increased surface charge were more stable regarding flakiness of the coating. A
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following study by the same group used zirconium phosphate (ZrP) paired with
PDDA, POSS, or silica on PET fabric [34]. The PDDA/ZrP coatings increased the
time to ignition by a significant 86%, while the POSS/ZrP coating had the greatest
reduction in pkHRR of 26%. Apaydin, et al., took a different approach with PAm
6,6 and PET by using similar phosphorous and nitrogen based coatings as seen with
many of the natural fiber LbL FR coatings [114]. PAH and PSP were used in a first
study on PAm 6,6 and 40 BL reduced the pkHRR by 36%. It was suggested that
the coating was able to alter the degradation pathway of the PAm 6,6. A follow
up study focused on the addition of TiO2 into a PAH/PSP coating by forming
QLs of PAH/PSP/PAH/TiO2 [115]. It was found that only minor improvements
occurred on the PET fabric compared to the PAm 6,6 and that the TiO2 did not
provide significant benefit over the PAH/PSP film alone. This study points out an
important issue that is coatings need to be tailored for the specific substrate. Both
PET and PAm 6,6 are thermoplastic fabrics, but their chemistries are different and
the chemistry of the flame retardant as such might not perform equally. This is one
of the major benefits of LbL in that the coating chemistry and functionality can
easily be adapted to suit a specific material. Pan, et al., has produced the most
significant improvements to date on PET fabrics with a 4QL, 4 wt% coating using
inorganic nanoparticles (MMT and titanate nanotubes) with chitosan to reduce the
pkHRR and THR by 48% and 36% respectively [71]. This study would suggest that
the melting behavior and high heat release rates of at least PET fabrics might best
be flame retarded by inorganic nanoparticles. It would be interesting to see if the
results translate to other synthetic fabrics and how the coating stands to open flame
testing.
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2.4.2 Layer-by-Layer Flame Retardant Coatings on Foam
Open cell polyurethane (PU) foam is used extensively in furniture cushions, pack-
aging, and in the transportation industry due to its high degree of flexibility and
comfort. With that comes extreme flammability that can contribute to a large heat
release and rapid fire spread mainly due to melt dripping during the burning process.
Toxic smoke release also contributes to the danger of PU foam in a fire because the
degradation creates toxic isocyanate and diol precursors which then can be inhaled
during a fire, potentially causing suffocation. Due to its complex structural charac-
teristics, applying a coating to prevent any or all of these hazards while maintaining
the desirable characteristics that define its popularity can be difficult. The LbL
technique by its very nature can overcome this problem, as coating thickness can be
adjusted nanometers at a time while achieving a conformal coating and maintaining
intrinsic substrate properties.
2.4.2.1 Polyurethane-Based Foams
Kim, et al., grew bilayers of PAA and PEI both suspending carbon nanofibers
(CNF) on PU foam [116]. Four bilayers of this system lead to a 40% reduction of
pkHRR and prevented the formation of a melt drip puddle during burning. This was
a promising first step especially considering that only 4% loading of the CNF reduced
the pkHRR the same amount as 20% loaded halogenated FR materials. Laufer, et
al., published the first example of clay in LbL FR for PU foam by using CH and
MMT to create a fully renewable coating which at 10 bilayers reduced the pkHRR
by 52% and shielded the interior of the foam from degradation [117]. The protective
char layer that is formed can be clearly seen in Figure 2.7 where the burned region
and protected region after a bench-scale torch test are viewed under SEM to show
how the insulating layer completely protected the underlying foam. The use of MMT
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to protect PU foam was extended by Cain, et al., who eliminated melt dripping and
reduced pKHRR by 55% with 4 TL of PSP, PAH and MMT [118]. The overall weight
added to the foam was less than the CH/MMT system which suggests the polymer
layers were more efficient at charring. Continuing the use of MMT, Li, et al., explored
effects of solution concentration and showed that higher solution concentrations led
to better flame retardant properties [67]. This study also tested the resiliency of the
coating after compression. The flame retardant capability only slightly decreased
after compression testing. To assess the viability of this technology on large scale
applications, Kim, et al., showed that 2 BL of a MMT containing coating significanly
reduced the pkHRR of a full scale chair while eliminating melt dripping and retaining
the original chair shape after the test [119]. Li, et al., explored the effects of using
DNA in an attempt to incorporate improved char formation between clay layers
using sustainable materials [120]. Mixing DNA with CH and depositing with MMT
resulted in the fastest growing film with the greatest incorporation of MMT. A 51%
reduction in pkHRR was observed with a 10 BL coating. This study emphasized the
importance of the content of clay in these systems. Unlike with cellulosic materials,
it is difficult to interact with the degradation of PU foam directly, so it is clear that
an effective strategy is to expedite the development of an exterior barrier to limit
heat and mass transfer during burning.
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Figure 2.7: Digital and SEM images of cross sections of foam coated with 10 BL
CH/MMT. The red box shows the thermal shield created by the coating and the
yellow box shows undamaged foam. Reproduced with permission from Reference
[117]. Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.
Pan, et al., added carbon nanotubes (CNT) to CH and deposited with MMT
and alginate (AL) in a TL system [121]. At 8 TL a 65% reduction in pkHRR was
observed, and generation of detectable CO2 and CO was greatly reduced. This
system generated a percolated network of MMT/CNT with a total weight gain of
only 4 wt% at 8 TL. In analysis of the pyrolysis products, it was determined that
the initial stages of PU foam degradation during burning were unchanged. Instead,
the MMT/CNT created a barrier that limited transfer of heat and mass and limited
oxygen exposure to unburned fuel (i.e., PU foam).
Cain, et al., was able to reduce the processing steps down to 1 BL of PEI and
VMT, which resulted in a reduction in pkHRR by 54% and smoke release by 31%
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while eliminating melt dripping [122]. It was suggested that this remarkable increase
in performance was due the order of magnitude larger aspect ratio exhibited by VMT
over MMT which reduces gaps that allow heat and mass transfer. This is an im-
portant step in realizing the viability of LbL as a commercial strategy by greatly
reducing the processing time. Patra, et al., built on this idea and developed an all
nano-particle film consisting of one BL of boehmite (BMT) and VMT [123]. Melt
dripping in coated samples was not observed and smoke release and pkHRR were
reduced by a factor of 2. Because BMT is an alumina hydrate, it is able to undergo
endothermic dehydration which acts as a heat sink, and the resulting Al2O3 acts as
an insulating barrier. This effect was also observed when Yang, et al., assembled
a variety of films containing layered double hydroxides (LDH) and/or MMT with
PAA and PEI as polymeric binders [124]. It was shown that LDH containing films
exhibited the largest reduction in pkHRR (∼40%) whereas TL and QL films contain-
ing MMT had a smaller reduction in pkHRR (∼30%). While both MMT and LDH
develop an insulating layer, the LDH undergoes endothermic dehydration which acts
to cool the material and slows degradation. Alumina in LbL flame retardants was
further investigated by Haile, et al., by building bilayers of PEI and PAA stabilized
alumina trihydrate (ATH) [125]. Just 6 BL led to a 64% reduction in pkHRR and
self-extinguished under torch testing. Once again this performance is likely due to
the cooling effect from the dehydration and the formation of an insulating ceramic
layer.
Work has also been completed based on non-platelet nanoparticles on foam, most
notably nanotube particles. Pan, et al., was able to greatly reduce total smoke release
and pkHRR by constructing trilayers of CH/TNT/AL [12]. At 6 TL, 5.7% mass
gain, the pkHRR was reduced by 70% and TSR was reduced by 41%. The coating
is not interacting with the underlying foam as absorption peaks for the pyrolysis
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products match that of the uncoated sample. It is likely that the TNT acts as
a physical barrier limiting the interfaces for heat to transfer and for the pyrolysis
products to escape, and it was suggested that the TNT may actually be adsorbing
some of the pyrolysis organic products. Pan, et al., also coated PU foam using
AL-stabilized GO and β-FeOOH nanorods (FNR) with PEI in a hybrid TL system
[126]. There was a notable reduction in pkHRR at 5 TL, but a film grown without
FNR exhibited similar pkHRR. The coating with FNR also reduced the amount
of detectable organic volatiles. It is clear from these examples that nano-particles,
specifically clay particles, alumina hydrates and nanotubes aid greatly in reducing the
flammability of PU foam. Tubular nanoparticles have also shown promise towards
developing smoke suppressant coatings.
While nanoparticle-based coatings are very effective on polyurethane, there are
also studies focused on all polymer systems. In one such study Laufer, et al., used
CH and poly(vinyl sulfonic acid sodium salt) (PVS) on PU foam to create a self-
extinguishing effect at 10 BL [127]. It is was suggested, as depicted in Figure 2.8,
that the PVS broke down during combustion into SO2 and other non-flammable
gasses, which diluted combustible volatiles in the flame, inhibiting further degrada-
tion and flame spread. Unlike composite foams with similar FR functionality, this
coating completely prevented melting and also formed a char layer on the surface in
conjunction with the reported gas phase dilution. This allowed the coating to self-
extinguish while also preventing future ignitions. Carosio, et al., treated PU foam
with up to 5 QL of CH/PAA/CH/PPA which exhibited self-extinguishing behav-
ior and eliminated melt dripping [128]. This likely acted as an intumescent system
with the PPA catalyzing char formation of CH. Using completely renewable poly-
mers, Wang, et al., assembled 10 bilayers of CH/AL resulting in a 66% reduction in
pkHRR [129]. Both deposition species are carbohydrates, so it is most likely that
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an insulating char layer was formed during combustion resulting in the observed
reduction of pkHRR. Carosio, et al., created an all polymer intumescent system uti-
lizing CH and poly(allylamine diphosphonate) (PAHDP) [130]. Four BL reduced the
pkHRR by 55% but the smoke release was significantly increased and the preserva-
tion of the foam was not especially effective as the sample was charred throughout.
The same group was also able to rapidly deposit CH/PPA which at 2 BL produced
a coating that reduced pkHRR by 33% and eliminated melt drip [131]. This was
accomplished by putting the samples through rollers which left it exposed to the
coating solution for less than 1 second. By reducing processing time this could help
streamline the process for large scale applications. These examples are efficient at
reducing the pkHRR, however little of the underlying substrate is preserved after
burning which is a dominating and beneficial feature of nanoparticle-based coatings.
Figure 2.8: Abstract image showing proposed flame retardant mechanism of CH/PVS
coating on polyurethane foam. Reproduced with permission from Reference [127].
Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society.
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2.4.2.2 Other Foam Materials
Other foam materials have also benefited from LbL FR assemblies. PET foams
are used in the food packing and the transportation industries. Carosio, et al., coated
closed cell PET foam with a QL system consisting of either PDDA/PAA/PDDA/APP
or PDDA/PAA/PDDA/DNA [132]. The coating with APP significantly outper-
formed the DNA coated samples due to increased phospohorus content and therefore
incresed char formation facilitated by APP which eliminated melt drip and reduced
the pkHRR by 25% compared to insignificant changes with the DNA assembled
films. Melamine foam (MF) has also incurred research interest as a popular material
for acoustic and thermal insulation in buildings. Melamine foam undergoes drastic
shrinkage when exposed to the high temperatures of a fire. Yang, et al., used a
simple intumescent system of CH/APP to reduce the flammability of MF and 2 BL
yielding an 87% reduction in pkHRR, 77% reduction in THR, and reduced shrinkage
during combustion [133]. Based on knowledge of phosphorus and melamine flame
retardants, it is very likely that the coating has synergistic interactions with the
melamine. The LOI was also increased from 34.5% to 47%. Polysiloxane foams
(SiF) are highly porous and generally contain a large amount of flammable organic
components which leads to a very flammable material that generates a large quantity
of smoke during combustion. This has limited their potential commercial applica-
tions. Deng, et al., coated SiF with CH/MMT and CH/APP coatings in which
CH/MMT proved to create a more effective barrier and smoke suppressant than
CH/APP which follows the trends of previous examples [134]. Even at 21 BL there
was only a modest reduction in pkHRR of ∼25%, but the TSR was decreased by
58%.
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2.4.3 Layer-by-Layer Flame Retardant Coatings on Bulk Polymers and Other
Substrates
2.4.3.1 Bulk Polymer Flame Retardant Layer-by-Layer
In 2011, around the same time studies started expanding to foam substrates,
Laachachi, et al., grew LbL films on polylactide (PLA) sheets using what they con-
sidered to be a reinforced intumescent system containing an acid source, swelling
agent, carbon source and an inorganic filler [35]. This coating utilized PAH and
MMT as the primary layering materials and followed film growth with a soak in a
PSP solution. The 60 BL coating, almost 20 µm in thickness, showed significant
reductions in the flammability of the PLA substrate with and without the PSP addi-
tion. The PSP addition had the best results, increasing the time to ignition in cone
calorimetry by a reported 123% and reducing the pkHRR by 37%, though these
numbers were within error of the film without the PSP addition. This is significant
when considering the bulk PLA is 2 mm in width and protected by a coating two
orders of magnitude thinner, adding less than 2 wt% to the substrate. Apaydin,
et al., published similar studies using PAH and MMT on bulk polyamide 6 [28].
It was observed that with 5 and 10 BL coatings, pkHRR increased, however with
20 BL there was a significant reduction in pkHRR of 62%. A follow-up study was
completed to determine the flame retardant mechanism of this coating which is dis-
cussed in section 3.4.1 [13]. Building on the same concept as Laachachi and Apaydin,
Guin, et al., developed chitosan and clay based coatings that prevented ignition of
polystyrene (PS) films completely by incorporating amine salts to rapidly increase
film growth while maintaining film structure [135]. Figure 2.9 shows that incorpo-
rating tris into the chitosan solution and pairing with VMT leads to a coating that
prevented ignition of the PS when exposed to a butane torch in a flame-through test
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that completely burns uncoated PS.
Figure 2.9: Pictures of flame-through torch tests 5 s after ignition of 3.2 mm
thick PS plates: (a) control, (b) 8-BL CH+tris/MMT film added, or (c) 8-BL
CH+tris/VMT film added. Pictures of the PS plates after 10 s flame-through torch
test of the (d) control, (e) with a 3-BL CH+tris/MMT film added, or (f) with a
2-BL CH+tris/VMT film added. Reproduced with permission from Reference [135].
Copyright 2015, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
Other coatings on bulk polymer substrates include one by Alongi, et al., focused
on polycarbonate (PC) and one by Farag, et al., focused on polyethylene (PE) and
polystyrene [136, 137]. Alongi, et al., produced a coating on PC which contained UV-
curable layers which were shown to improve thermal stability of the PC in air once
cured [136]. The coating proved to be resistant to wash treatments in 50 ◦C water and
also prevented melt dripping and suppressed smoke release during burning. Farag,
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et al., used plasma treatment of substrates and plasma polymerization of PAH to
promote adhesion to hydrophobic polymer substrates [137]. The coating of PAH and
PSP reached approximately 1 m in thickness and was able to prevent melt dripping
of the bulk substrate as well as increase the time to ignition which are both beneficial
towards limiting/prolonging the flame spread to other objects in a fire scenario.
2.4.3.2 Other Layer-by-Layer Flame Retardant Studies
In the general sense, layer-by-layer is discussed as being applied to a surface, which
is commonly assumed to be much larger than the materials being deposited. Several
studies, however, have incorporated LbL to improve flame retardant properties of
nanoparticles. In 2008, LbL was used by Lin, et al., to improve the thermal stability
of lignocellulosic fibers from steam-exploded wood [138]. The coating of PDDA
and MMT clay created significant char on the fibers acting as a barrier to prevent
further decomposition of the fibers during any future thermal processing such as
melt mixing in thermoplastic matrices. Wei, et al., took a similar approach to flame
retarding sisal fibers, another cellulosic material, by depositing layers of CH/MMT
[139]. This is the same coating seen previously on polyurethane foam and cotton
fabric, though it appears in this case that while the FR properties as shown through
TGA and MCC were improved, a clay-based coating on cellulose does not provide
the same potential FR benefit as a phosphorus-based coating could, as evidenced by
the success of phosphorus-based LbL textile coatings. Kklkaya, et al., functionalized
wood fibers using LbL assembly for the purpose of creating flame retardant paper and
focused on the inclusion of typical charring chemistries [140]. In this study, chitosan
and poly(vinylphosphonic acid) were deposited directly onto the fibers which were
then used to form paper sheets. The paper sheets were tested using HFT and cone
calorimetry and were found to be self-extinguishing and had a 49% reduction in
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pkHRR with 20BL of CH/PVPA. These studies show that there are multiple ways
to flame retard cellulosic fibers, though as evidenced through these fiber based studies
as well as through studies on cellulose-based textiles, char catalyzing coatings perform
better as cellulose itself is a good carbon source for char formation.
One of the more unique LbL coatings for improved FR properties was developed
by Jiang, et al., through the coating of mesoporous silica particles with Co-Al lay-
ered double hydroxides and nitrate [141]. The particles were coated with 10BL and
then embedded into epoxy resin to determine the flame retardant potential of these
spherical particles. Cone calorimetry of the filled epoxy resin yielded significant
improvements in FR properties. The pkHRR was reduced by 39%, the THR was
reduced by 36%, and the TSR was reduced by 24% all with only a 2 wt% loading of
LbL coated particles. While it made sense for these particles to be used as fillers for
bulk material, it would be interesting to apply this LbL coating directly to a sub-
strate. The FR mechanism for these coated particles in epoxy was also investigated
and will be discussed in section 3.4.1. Wang, et al., worked on a similar study using
brucite as the base for LbL deposition of 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) and
nickel alginate (NiA) [142]. Technically the particles with added materials formed a
single quadlayer of brucite/APTES/NiA/APTES which was then incorporated into
ethylene-vinyl acetate resin in order to improve the flame retardant properties. Both
the THR and pkHRR were significantly reduced. This would also be an interesting
material to incorporate into LbL coatings on other polymer substrates due to the
unique mechanism of action, involving endothermic FR through release of water and
other non-combustible gases and through the catalysis of char formation by the Ni.
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2.4.4 Understanding and Scaling Layer-by-Layer Flame Retardants
2.4.4.1 Mechanistic Studies on Layer-by-Layer Flame Retardants
As seen in the previous sections, a wide variety of flame retardants have been
developed using layer-by-layer assembly for range of polymeric materials. A vast
majority of these studies are adapting previous flame retardant technologies into a
multilayer coating format and following the assumption that the coatings would in
theory perform under the same mechanisms. One of the simplest examples is the use
of the word intumescent for nanocoatings containing similar chemistries to common
intumescent systems, i.e. a carbon source, spumific, and acid donor. Little work has
been done to truly determine the mechanism of flame retardancy of these nanometer
scale thin films. In 2014, Apaydin, et al., performed a mechanistic study of the flame
retardant performance of PAH/MMT bilayers on a polyamide substrate [13]. Cone
calorimeter, pyrolysis-combustion flow calorimetry, analysis of the condensed phase,
and analysis of the decomposition gases were all studied to get an understanding
of how the coating was able to achieve the flame retardant improvements. Analysis
during cone calorimeter suggested that the temperature of the sample gradually
increased until the degradation of PAH occurred, which released different volatile
products including ammonia, water, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide which all
slowed down the ignition of the sample. It was also suggested that a majority of the
released products from the degradation of the PAH are retained in the condensed
phase due to the intrinsic barrier properties of the coating. The polyamide 6 degrades
after the PAH and contributes to the released products that are also trapped in the
forming char causing it to swell at the surface of the substrate. Evidence of both
degraded PAH and PA6 was found at the surface of the char layers. The conclusion
was that the mode of action of the coating, as depicted in Figure 2.10, only occurs in
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the condensed phase which was confirmed by pyrolysis-combustion flow calorimetry
(PCFC) results.
Figure 2.10: The mechanism of (PAH-MMT)n flame retardant coating shown various
stages. Reproduced with permission from Reference [13]. Copyright 2014, The Royal
Society of Chemistry.
Another mechanistic study was carried out on LbL coated silica particles that
were dispersed in epoxy as flame retardant filler [141]. As previously described in
section 3.3.2, only 2 wt% loading of these particles had significant impact on the
flame retardancy of the epoxy composite. The flame retardant mechanism was stud-
ied through the analysis of thermal conductivity, char residue, and the degradation
products of the epoxy and resulting composites. Thermal conductivity was reduced
with the inclusion of the nanoparticles, suggesting that the low thermal conductivity
and high surface area of the mesoporous silica particles limited heat and mass diffu-
sion. The char residue of the nanocomposite was analyzed using Raman spectroscopy
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and it was found that the nanoparticles catalyzed graphitized char during the epoxy
combustion as opposed to the glassy carbon char seen in the neat epoxy residue. It
was also noted that the nanocomposite formed a more continuous and cohesive char
layer which combined with the improved thermal properties of the graphitized char,
is beneficial for the inhibition of heat, mass, and oxygen exchange. Analysis of the
pyrolysis products suggested that the silica can act as an efficient solid acid for the
catalytic degradation of polymers leading to the formation of lower carbon number
products, which were then readily dehydrogenated and catalyzed into char by the
Co-Al LDH. Much like understanding the flame retardant mechanism is important
for the development of future improved FR coatings, developing methods to scale
up these coatings is important to realize the potential of these coatings to replace
existing flame retardants in industry.
2.4.4.2 Scalability of Layer-by-Layer Flame Retardants
One of the largest pitfalls of layer-by-layer, especially in the technologies infancy,
has been processing time. Deposition times of 20 min or more were used to deposit
single layers in multilayer assemblies, which is not reasonable for any sort of commer-
cialization of the technology. LbL has come a long way since then and now the more
common deposition times are closer to 1 min or less. Other methods of deposition,
straying from dip coating, have been studied, including spray coating which is an
industrially viable technique. For flame retardants, the hurdle for rapid deposition
falls on the wide variation in substrate morphologies. As mentioned, spray coating
is a promising deposition method that is quick and reduces material use while also
eliminating risk of solution contamination that could occur through repetitive dip-
ping into solution baths. Alongi, et al., and Carosio, et al., started spray coating
polyester and cotton fabrics respectively to speed up the deposition process and both
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cases showed promising results, translating the coatings from dip process to a more
efficient spray process [143, 144].
Chang, et al., and Mateos, et al., built roll-to-roll deposition systems similar to
a padding system already used in the fabric industry in order to demonstrate the
potential to streamline coating large quantities of fabric in a continuous line process
that could easily adapt into current factory technologies [145, 146]. Figure 2.11
shows a photo of Mateos, et al., automated deposition system. Both cases showed
reproducible results across the large coated samples. Chang and coworkers also
introduced a new LbL recipe that achieved very significant reductions in flammability
using PEI, clay, urea and diammonium phosphate [145]. Another downside to LbL
that is also evident in these two scale-up studies, is the effect on fabric mechanical
properties that are related to comfort of the material. It is rarely discussed, but
many studies show evidence of bridging of the coatings between fabric fibers, and this
bridging reduces fabric physical properties by increasing the overall stiffness. Guin,
et al., devised a way to eliminate bridging of the fibers while maintaining the flame
retardant properties of the coating using ultrasonication during the rinse steps of the
coating process [36]. This allowed the loosely adhered polyelectrolytes to be removed
more effectively during the rinse step, preventing the fibers to adhere to each other
while the coating is being applied. Wash resistance after the coating is applied is
another factor to consider when developing flame retardants for fabrics, since fabrics
commonly undergo hundreds of wash cycles in their lifetime. The nature of water-
based deposition focused on electrostatic interactions poses a problem when these
coatings are exposed to heated water baths full of detergents that are specifically
designed to remove non-covalently linked materials from the fabric surface. Carosio,
et al., attempted to produce a LbL coating that was UV-curable in order to covalently
bond the coating after deposition [147]. Washing did not completely remove the flame
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retardant properties, however, the coating was resistance without curing was not
reported so it is difficult to know how much the curing improved the wash-resistance
of the coating. A similar study was completed on bulk polycarbonate by the same
group which showed that PC melt dripped without curing the coating while the
cured coatings of 5 QL prevented melt dripping before and after being washed [136].
Covalent-bonding is certainly a desirable method of permanently sealing the LbL
coatings to the surface of whatever flammable surface is being protected, however
this will need significant work moving forward.
Figure 2.11: (a) Image of the pilot coater and pictures showing (b) the tensioner, (c)
operating motor, (d) solution bath, and (e) a sample of fabric being coated. Repro-
duced with permission from Reference [146]. Copyright 2014, American Chemical
Society.
Studies have been completed on fabric towards making LbL FR coatings a scal-
able technology, however not as much work has been published doing the same on
foam. Two studies focused on creating single layer LbL coatings in order to reduce
processing steps on polyurethane foam while still achieving significant reductions in
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flammability of the foam [122, 123]. A more recent study has focused on the rapid
deposition of layer-by-layer coatings using 0.5 second deposition steps [131]. Kim, et
al., performed a study on foam that did not necessarily show any progress towards
improving the LbL process for scale up on foam, but instead they showed that the
LbL FR coating is visibly better on a large-scale furniture mockup flammability test,
as seen in Figure 2.12 [119].
Figure 2.12: Images pulled from video records of a real scale fire test of an upholstered
chair. Reproduced with permission from Reference [119]. Copyright 2014, American
Chemical Society.
Layer-by-layer is a promising technology for imparting flame retardance to poly-
meric materials. A significant body of work has shown significant advances in flame
retarding specific materials based on polymer type. After a decade of development,
layer-by-layer FR is starting to reach the stages of study that are focused on making
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this technology viable for commercial applications and hopefully the success of this
technology will allow for more rigorous fire regulations to be installed to increase
global fire safety.
2.4.5 Perspective and Conclusion
The increased usage of polymeric materials over the past century has made it diffi-
cult to maintain fire-safe environments. The increased regulation on flame retardants
is also making it more difficult to flame retard materials using existing technologies.
Layer-by-layer assembly is an up and coming technology platform being directed to-
wards flame retarding materials due to its ease of use and tunable nature. Now safer
flame retardant chemistries can easily be applied to a wide variety of materials as
shown in this review, making this technology a significant step forward to produc-
ing safe flame retardants for polymeric materials. While it is possible that LbL FR
technology is advanced enough to start being vetted for introduction as a marketable
product, there are still some issues remaining that need to be ironed out before this
technology widespread adoption in the market. One of the largest factors affecting
cost and scalability is quantity of processing steps and time and fortunately these
hurdles have been recognized by the community and are being addressed through
various means. Some studies have taken LbL inspired coating chemistries and de-
veloped polyelectrolyte complexes that can deposit coatings in a single deposition
step which may become a viable alternative coating technique for certain substrates
[148, 149, 150]. Cost of materials is another issue since studies are all on laboratory
scale, incorporating currently available cost effective materials has not been a focus
and while a large percentage of studies have focused on environmentally safe and
renewable materials, these materials are not necessarily ready to be produced cost
effectively so this will take time. Coating durability will be anoter major issue to be
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assessed moving forward because the coatings are being design for materials that will
undergo significant wear-and-tear so the coatings must be able to last and remain
effective.
The first LbL FR coating was created in 2006 and in the past decade, dozens
more have been developed. Applicable substrates have expanded from textiles to
foams, bulk polymers and even nanoparticles. The unique ability of LbL to deposit
materials in layered fashion has allowed current flame retardant additive technolo-
gies to be adapted into nanoscale coatings that are prepositioned to directly interact
with the polymer/flame interface. LbL also facilitates the incorporation of multiple
FR mechanisms simultaneously which may allow for the discovery of new FR syner-
gisms. It is very likely that the rapid expansion of studies and improved results on
a multitude of substrates will result in commercial LbL flame retardants within the
next decade.
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3. INTUMESCING MULTILAYER THIN FILM DEPOSITED ON
CLAY-BASED NANOBRICK WALL TO PRODUCE
SELF-EXTINGUISHING FLAME RETARDANT POLYURETHANE∗
3.1 Introduction
Polymer-clay multilayer nanocoatings have been developed for multiple purposes
[151, 75, 152, 35, 70, 153, 154, 28, 155] and have demonstrated the ability to re-
duce the flammability of polyurethane foam [117, 118, 119, 67]. Layer-by-layer as-
sembly is a facile processing technique used to create thin films through sequential
deposition of materials with complimentary functional groups, which are most often
ionic [10]. Ten bilayers (BL) of chitosan and clay was shown to add only 4 wt%
to ester-based foam and reduce its heat release rate by 52% [117]. These nanobrick
wall thin films provide protection through a condensed phase mechanism in which
the clay forms a ceramic shell, breaking the pyrolysis cycle [156]. A trilayer (TL)
film, deposited with montmorillonite clay, polyallylamine hydrochloride (PAH) and
polysodium phosphate (PSP) showed improved results [118]. In this case, PAH and
PSP acted as an intumescent mortar for the clay nanobricks. Intumescent systems
are typically composed of four basic components: a carbon source, acid donor, blow-
ing agent and a binder [157]. Several LbL-deposited intumescent recipes have been
created for various substrates [119, 35, 11, 79, 80]. In most cases, the nanocoat-
ings polymer backbones (and sometimes the substrate) are able to act as the carbon
source and a phosphate-rich molecule acts as the acid donor. Blowing agents produce
non-flammable gases when exposed to heat. Often, blowing agents are nitrogen-rich
molecules, but it has also been suggested that substrates (e.g. polyurethane) and
∗Reprinted with permission from Reference [1]. Copyright 2014, Springer Science+Business
Media New York
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carbon sources can act as blowing agents [158, 159, 160]. Layer-by-layer coatings by
design do not require a separate binder. Even with the advances in LbL coatings on
PUF, flashover is a persistent problem. Typically these nanocoatings prevent melt
dripping of polyurethane, but the flame spreads over the surface of the foam, leaving
only the interior unharmed [117, 118, 122].
In this section, a nanobrick wall is deposited to provide structural support and
provide time for an intumescent coating (deposited on top as a second sequence of lay-
ers) to work more effectively. This unique stacked coating combines a highly ordered
clay nanocoating that behaves as a thermal shield and an intumescing nanocoating
to prevent flashover at the foams surface. The clay layers are composed of chitosan
(CH) and vermiculite (VMT). Vermiculite is a high aspect ratio clay that provides
good coverage of the PUF surface with relatively few layers [122]. The intumescing
layers are composed of CH and ammonium polyphosphate (APP). In this case, CH
acts as the carbon source and APP acts as the acid donor. Gases released from
the polyurethane degradation and from the decomposition of chitosan in the LbL
coating behave collectively as the blowing agent [158, 159, 160]. Now the benefits of
two common flame retarding systems are better utilized by separating them on the
nanoscale in a single coating. This concept offers an environmentally benign alter-
native to current flame retardant treatments that are undergoing heavy scrutiny by
various agencies worldwide.
3.2 Experimental
3.2.1 Materials
Unless indicated, all materials were used as received. Natural vermiculite (VMT)
(Microlite 963++, 7.5 wt% in water) clay dispersion was supplied by Specialty Ver-
miculite Corp. (Cambridge, MA). Chitosan (CH) (MW = 60,000 g/mol) was pur-
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chased from G.T.C. Bio Corporation (Qingdao, China). Ammonium polyphosphate
(APP) (Exolit AP 422, n > 1000) was supplied by Clariant Corp. (Charlotte, NC).
Poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) solution (MW = 100,000 g/mol, 35 wt% in water), sodium
hydroxide pellets (anhydrous) (reagent grade, 98%), nitric acid (red, fuming, HNO3
> 90%), and hydrochloric acid (ACS reagent 37%) were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI). Polyether-based polyurethane foam (PUF) (foam type
1850, no additives), with a density of 28 kg/m3 (1.75 lbs/ft3), was purchased from
Future Foam (High Point, NC).
3.2.2 Layer-by-Layer Deposition
All aqueous solutions were prepared with ∼18 MΩ deionized (DI) water. 1 wt%
PAA solutions were prepared and altered to pH 2 using 2M HNO3. The dissociated
nitrates interact with the polar functionality and protonation of the polyurethane,
producing a positive net charge on the surface of the PUF that leads to strong
adhesion of anionic PAA. 1 wt% APP solutions (1 wt% APP, 11.1 wt% 1M NaOH,
11.1 wt% 1M HCl, and 76.8 wt% DI water) were prepared by first mixing APP
in water until a homogenous suspension was obtained. NaOH was then added and
the solution was mixed until completely dissolved (a noticeable increase in viscosity
occurs). Finally, HCl was added to reduce viscosity. All components were added
in the amounts mentioned relative to the final solution mass. This method was
adapted from a previously established procedure [80]. Solutions of 0.1 wt% CH were
prepared in pH 1.7 water (adjusted with 1M HCl). 1 wt% VMT suspensions were
prepared in DI water. PAA, CH, and VMT mixtures were rolled for 24 hrs before
use, while APP was used immediately upon preparation. CH and APP solutions
were altered to pH 5 using 1M NaOH and VMT was used unaltered at pH 7.5. All
foam samples were thoroughly rinsed in DI water, dried at 70◦C, and stored in a dry
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box prior to coating. LbL assemblies were fabricated on PUF in ambient conditions
using the process depicted in Figure 3.1. After the rinsing steps, towel wringers were
used to remove excess water before dipping in the next solution. Each deposition
solution had a designated rinse bucket to avoid cross contamination and rinse water
was replaced after every 10 bilayers. After depositing the desired number of layers,
the foam was dried at 70◦C for 3 hrs and then stored in a dry box prior to testing.
Weights were taken 10 min after being removed from dry box, both before and after
coating, to determine the weight percent of coating added to the foam.
3.2.3 Thermal Stability, Flammability and Combustion of Foam
A butane hand torch (TriggertorchTM MT-76K, Master Appliance Corp., Racine,
WI) was used to apply a direct flame (approximately 1300◦C) to foam samples to
screen coating effectiveness. The foam was placed on top of a metal grating inside
a fume hood, at a height of 25.4 cm, and exposed to the torch flame for 10 s. The
flame was held perpendicular to the center of the foams side wall. Cone calorimetry
was performed at the University of Dayton Research Institute (UDRI) using a FTT
Dual Cone Calorimeter at one heat flux (35 kW/m2) with an exhaust flow of 24 L/s.
This testing followed the standardized cone calorimeter procedure (ASTM E1354-
11). Samples were 10 x 10 x 2.5 cm and were wrapped in aluminum foil on one side
as per the ASTM E1354 standard. Data collected carried an error of ±10% and
was calculated using a specimen surface area of 100 cm2. All samples were tested in
triplicate.
3.2.4 Electron Microscopy
Surface images were acquired using a JEOL JSM-7500F field emission SEM. Each
sample was first sputter coated with 4 nm of Pt/Pd to reduce charging in the beam.
Cross-sectional images were obtained using an FEI Tecnai G2 F20 TEM, with a
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ZrO2/W Schottky field emitter gun, at 200kV acceleration voltage and a Gatan
Tridiem GIF-CCD. Samples were prepared by embedding a small section of the PUF
in Epofix (EMS, Hatfield, PA) resin overnight and cutting approximately 90 nm thick
sections, using an Ultra 45◦ diamond knife (Diatome, Hatfield, PA), onto 300 mesh
formvar and carbon coated copper Lacey grids.
3.3 Results and Discussion
Fire retarding behavior was evaluated as a function of CH/APP bilayers stacked
on top of CH/VMT bilayers. The layer-by-layer assembly process is depicted schemat-
ically in Figure 3.1. The cartoon of the final stacked coating looks a lot like the real
system shown in Figure 3.2. This TEM cross-sectional micrograph is from the thicker
part of the 290-1005 nm range observed on the surface of foam coated with 4 BL
CH/VMT and 20 BL CH/APP. The large variation in thickness was found though
imaging many sample sets and is attributed to the dipping and squeezing deposition
on foam. Some of the intumescent is likely transferred when two pore walls of the
foam touch during squeezing.
Figure 3.1: Schematic of layer-by-layer deposition steps, showing clay-based bilayers
deposited, followed by intumescent layers. The cartoon at the right shows the final
stacked coating on foam.
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Figure 3.2: TEM micrograph showing a cross section of the 4 BL chitosan/clay and 20
BL chitosan/ammonium polyphosphate stacked coating. The yellow line highlights
the thickness of the stack.
The flammability of coated and uncoated foam was initially evaluated using a bu-
tane torch, as shown in Figure 3.3. Burn time, remaining residue, shape retention,
and microstructure of torched samples were measured. Uncoated foam exhibited typ-
ical polyurethane behavior by igniting upon exposure to the flame and then melting.
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As the foam melted, drips of molten polymer formed a melt pool that ignited cotton
beneath. This melt drip phenomenon is a major concern due to its propensity to
spread fire to flooring, drapes and neighboring furniture.
Figure 3.3: Digital images of uncoated and coated polyurethane foam after exposure
to the flame from a butane torch. Uncoated polyurethane (a) is shown dripping
molten polymer 26 s after torch exposure, igniting an underlying bed of cotton. Each
coated sample is shown as a cross-section: (b) 20 BL CH/APP, (c) 4 BL CH/VMT,
and (d) stacked coating. In each image, the right side of the foam was exposed to
the butane torch for 10s.
Foam coated with only 20 BL CH/APP did not prevent the complete decomposi-
tion of the foam because the PUF began to collapse and degrade prior to activation
of the intumescent charring. This coating did slow the burn and reduce melt drip-
ping. It is very important for intumescing systems to activate before the substrate
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degrades to allow the char layer to trap evolved gases and form a swollen thermal
shield that separates the heat/flame from the fuel source. Figure 3.4(a) and (b)
shows SEM images of intumescent coated foam after exposure to the torch. The
coating is completely collapsed with no evidence of remaining polyurethane. The
remaining char is riddled with holes that were formed by the early release of gasses
that would have acted as the blowing agent if this intumescent system was able to
activate before the degradation and volatilization of the foam substrate. This type
of intumescent coating is able to effectively protect cotton, which has a much higher
degradation temperature [36, 11].
Figure 3.4: SEM micrographs of coated polyurethane foam after exposure to a butane
torch flame for 10s. Each sample was taken from the region directly burned by the
flame: (a-b) 20 BL CH/APP, (c-d) 4 BL CH/VMT, and (e-f) stacked coating.
When the foam is coated with four bilayers of chitosan and vermiculite, a variation
of previously studied PUF flame retarding coatings [117, 118, 119, 67], an inorganic
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thermal shield was formed upon exposure to the torch. This thin clay-based coating
prevented complete decomposition of the foam, with samples retaining 60% of their
weight. Figure 3.3(c) shows that the flame spread across the outer surface of the foam,
but did not completely penetrate the interior. A gradient can be seen through the
foam, transitioning from black char to a deep yellow color to white undamaged foam.
The yellow color in the transition from charred to pristine foam is believed to be from
both oxidative and thermal decomposition of the foam [161]. This is indicative of
charred layers that form a thermal barrier that prevents the heat of the fire from
reaching the interior of the foam. This coating shows significant improvement over
uncoated PUF and that coated with the intumescing system, but the flashover still
presents a hazard. SEM images of the remaining char for this coating (Figure 3.4(c)
and (d)) show a well preserved coating that formed a shell of the original foam
structure. This clay coating was thought to be able to provide enough protection to
allow time for the intumescing coating to activate before the PUF degraded, thus
preventing flashover and providing greater material retention.
Intumescing layers were stacked on top of the 4 BL CH/VMT to prevent the
foam from collapsing before the intumescent could activate. Figure 3.3 shows that
combining the two systems prevented flashover and reduced the overall flammability
of the polyurethane. Increasing the amount of intumescing coating on top of the clay
nanocoating resulted in an increased percentage of foam that remained unharmed by
the torch. With 20 CH/APP bilayers, an average of 86 wt% foam residue remained
(with a standard deviation of 8 wt%). This deviation is a result of some samples
not igniting at all ( 97 wt% residue) and only charring where the flame touched the
sample. In the worst case, the flame spread over the top surface and parts of the sides
before extinguishing (∼74 wt% residue). This flame-stopping ability is a result of
the formation of an intumescent char layer that arrests further burning. A transition
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can be seen from the charred foam to the undamaged foam in Figure 3.3(d), which
provides visual evidence of a thermal gradient similar to that seen in the clay coating
(Figure 3.3(c)), but on a smaller scale. Prior to further testing it was speculated that
the minimal degradation below the thin char layer was due to the combination of the
inorganic barrier and a successfully activated intumescent layer. Figure 3.4(e) and
(f) shows microscopic images of the stacked coating from the charred region to show
that the coating did exhibit swelling. It should be noted that this coating experi-
enced slight shrinking in the char that causes the structure to appear dehydrated.
The inset of Figure 3.3(f) shows a good example of the nanointumescent behavior.
This location on the edge of the strut appears to have been cracked, allowing for
the isocyanates and other foam volatiles to act as additional blowing agents that
generated the nanoscale bubble formation. Bubbles were also seen in other regions,
but the general structure showed smoother surfaces with a more large-scale swelling
of the coating. Figure 3.5 shows an image taken deeper in the foam (at the transition
from the charred to yellow region) show a better representation of the swelling prior
to the total decomposition of the underlying polyurethane foam.
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Figure 3.5: SEM micrograph of polyurethane foam coated with 20 BL CH/APP on
4 BL CH/VMT. The circles are highlighting the swollen coating after exposure to
the heat from the torch in the region behind the char.
In addition to qualitative torch testing, cone calorimetry (ASTM E-1354-07) was
performed on control and coated foam in an attempt to quantitatively assess the
thermal barrier properties of this stacked thin film assembly [162, 163]. Foams coated
with only 4 BL of CH/VMT, only 20 BL of CH/APP and a combination of 4 clay
bilayers with 10, 15, and 20 BL of intumescent on top, were evaluated and compared
to uncoated foam. The PUF was exposed to a constant heat flux, while heat release
rate (a measure of a materials flammability) was measured [164]. Figure 3.6 shows
the heat release rate as a function of time for the various coating combinations.
Following ignition, heat quickly transferred through the uncoated foam, forming
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a fully developed fire. The control foam collapsed into a pool of molten polymer
as the polyurethane began to degrade. The smaller peak heat release (around 25 s)
originated from the isocyanate/polyol decomposition and then the burning melt pool
quickly generated a much larger peak heat release rate (HRR). This high peak HRR
then rapidly declined as the material made the transition into combustible volatiles.
Only a stain on the foil test pan remained after completion of the test.
Figure 3.6: Heat release rate as a function of time for coated and uncoated foam.
Foam coated with only intumescent (20 BL CH/APP) exhibited a heat release
rate trend similar to the uncoated foam. An initial peak in HRR, comparable to the
uncoated sample, was followed by two considerably lower peaks. This reduced peak
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HRR is likely due to the lack of liquefaction observed with the torch exposure. The
coating formed a thin, crisp char that slowly shrunk as the sample burned, leaving
only 34.5 wt% residue after it extinguished. This sample exhibited the greatest
reduction in total heat release as well as the greatest total smoke release, shown in
Table 3.1. It is possible that the increased smoke release is correlated to the lower
total heat release stemming from incomplete degradation of the polymer components.
This could be an effect of the polyurethane degrading within the confined char of
the coating rather than in the burning liquid pool formed by the uncoated foam.
Table 3.1: Cone calorimeter results for polyurethane foam with and without
nanocoatings.
Coating wt% pkHRR Avg HR THR TSR MARHE
(%) (kW/m2) (kW/m2) (MJ/m2) (m2/m2) (kW/m2)
Uncoated 0 735 273 19.5 146 318
20 BL CH/APP 16.1 333 201 16.5 312 212
4 BL CH/VMT 3.1 337 132 18 63 188
Stacked Coating 19.9 250 126 17.4 206 139
Foam coated with only clay (4 BL CH/VMT) was the only system to show a
reduction in smoke release, which is commonly observed with clay-based LbL coatings
[117, 118]. Heat release rate was typical of previously studied coatings, showing
rapid ignition and char formation, with little shrinkage. Clay-only coatings are also
characterized by a quick rise to the peak heat release rate, which is slightly larger than
the initial peak of the uncoated foam, followed by a steady decline until extinguished.
This higher initial peak is believed due to chitosan between the clay in the coating, or
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from the clay itself. Clay has been suggested to initially promote combustion through
catalytic sites until the protective shell is formed [77]. This result also suggests the
coating is activating before the PUF, which is ideal. Early activation minimizes the
contribution of polyurethane to the fire by quickly forming the protective barrier,
reducing the overall fire threat.
The stacked coating displayed a HRR trend with traits from both individual coat-
ings (clay and intumescent). Samples coated with 10, 15 and 20 BL of chitosan and
APP were tested, but due to the similarity of the results and small progressive trend
showing improvement with higher intumescing bilayers, the combination containing
20 BL CH/APP (with 4 BL CH/VMT underneath) is the focus here. The peak HRR
occurred quickly and the peak is narrow, similar to the clay-only coating, but the
lower value is more similar to the initial peaks for the uncoated and intumescent-
only samples. This was followed by a low plateau and what could be a second very
broad peak just before the foam extinguished. It appears that the char formed after
ignition is eventually burned through and the remaining protected polymer is con-
sumed. The reduction in the peak HRR between the clay-only and stacked samples
suggests that the clay layers are not impacted initially, or else there would have been
a greater initial HRR peak. This further suggests that the lower peak heat release
rate is related to the intumescing layers.
In summary, combining 4 BL of chitosan and clay with 20 BL of chitosan and
ammonium polyphosphate resulted in a 66% reduction in peak HRR for polyurethane
foam. This is one of the greatest peak reductions ever reported for an LbL coating
on polyether-based PUF. While the 20 BL intumescent-only coating had the greatest
reduction in total heat release, the stacked system still reduced the total heat released
by nearly 11%. The maximum average rate of heat emission (MARHE) is reduced in
all coated samples, with the greatest reduction observed in the combination coating
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(56%). The MARHE is a useful parameter for ranking materials in terms of ability
to support flame spread to other objects [165], meaning the clay-intumescent stack
is the least likely to spread a fire to another object. This unique combination of two
flame retardant mechanisms in a single nanocoating serves to render a commonly
used material in home furnishings largely inflammable. This same type of coating
could potentially be used for other commonly used materials that are prone to melt
dripping in a fire (e.g., nylon and polyester fabrics).
3.4 Conclusion
Polyurethane decomposes into highly flammable melt-pools, when exposed to
fire, and then releases toxic gases [161]. This melt pool formation can be completely
avoided with a protective coating containing clay that provides a ceramic thermal
shield [117, 118, 119, 67]. This study successfully showed that the combination of
two multilayer recipes, stacked on top of one another, can provide a synergistic effect
and greatly improve the flame retardant properties of PUF. With four clay layers
and 20 intumescing bilayers, a peak heat release reduction of 66% was realized.
This is among the greatest reductions reported for polyurethane foam. This stacked
coating also showed a 56% reduction in the MARHE, suggesting the coated foam
would be less than half as likely to spread a flame to a new source in a real fire
scenario. This coating did produce more smoke, so it will be important to assess
the toxicity and origin of this smoke relative to that of current flame retardants.
This study highlights the power and versatility of layer-by-layer nanocoatings for
flame retardant purposes. Stacking layers to combine mechanisms of action provides
the opportunity to render nearly any substrate antiflammable. This is especially
important for materials whose processing and mechanical behaviors are adversely
influenced by adding flame retardant filler to the bulk.
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4. CARBON NANOTUBE MULTILAYER NANOCOATINGS PREVENT
FLAME SPREAD ON FLEXIBLE POLYURETHANE FOAM∗
4.1 Introduction
In the case of flame retardant foam, layer-by-layer coatings prepared with lay-
ered silicate materials (i.e., clays) act as a thermal shield [1, 122]. These nanocoat-
ings significantly reduce heat release rate and smoke release of polyurethane foam.
More recently, assemblies have been prepared with multi-walled carbon nanotubes
(MWNTs) and titanate nanotubes [12, 166]. All studies of LbL-coated foam report
the elimination of melt dripping and reduction of heat release rate. Heat release
rates measured via cone calorimetry are useful for determining the viability of coat-
ings or fillers to reduce flammability [163]. Other testing methods, such as vertical
and horizontal flame tests, focus on the ignitability of samples as well as the flame
propagation rate and burn time. These are important metrics linked to real world
fire scenarios. Most LbL flame retardant coatings for polyurethane are char forming
and act in the condensed phase, so they generally extend burn time even as they
reduce heat release. Few of these coatings have been able to withstand the rigorous
open flame tests required for various applications (e.g., British Standard 5852 Crib
5 test in the UK).
This section describes a nanotube-based coating that exhibits vast improvement
in cone calorimetry testing, but also dramatically reduces flame spread and burn
time in open flame tests. Pyrene-modified branched polyethylenimine (PEI-Py),
poly(acrylic acid) (PAA), and multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWNT), shown in Fig-
ure 4.1, were used to create a flame suppressing nanocoating on polyurethane foam.
∗Reprinted with permission from Reference [37]. Copyright 2015, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH
& Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
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These LbL coatings not only prevent melt dripping and maintain structural integrity
of foam after exposure to a flame, they reduce heat release rate and total smoke re-
lease. One variation of the coating is able to self-extinguish during horizontal and
vertical burn testing, which has never before been demonstrated with foam using LbL
technology. This MWNT-based coating provides a viable alternative to brominated
additives for open-celled foam.
Figure 4.1: Chemical structures of (a) pyrene-modified branched polyethylenimine,
(b) poly(acrylic acid) and (c) multi-wall carbon nanotube.
4.2 Experimental
4.2.1 Materials
Poly(acrylic acid) (PAA, MW=100 kg/mol, 35 wt% in water) and branched
polyethylenimine (PEI, MW=25 kg/mol) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Mil-
waukee, WI). Polyethylenimine with pyrene groups (PEI-Py) was synthesized via a
reductive amination reaction [167]. Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNT) were
obtained from Bayer MaterialScience (12-15 nm outer and 4 nm inner wall diameter,
1+ µm length, C ≥ 95 wt%; Leverkusen, Germany). All aqueous solutions were pre-
pared with 18.2 MΩ deionized water and rolled for 12 h. Solutions of 1.0 wt% PAA,
which functioned as a surface treatment for polyurethane foam [127], were altered
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to pH 2 with 2 M HNO3 prior to deposition. MWNT (0.1 wt%) were dispersed in
0.1 wt% PAA solution (altered to pH 4 with 1 M NaOH) and 0.1 wt% PEI-Py solu-
tion (altered to pH 9 with 1 M NaOH), followed by tip sonication (Model VCX750;
Sonics & Materials, Inc., Newtown, CT) at 50% amplitude for 1 h. Note: a 1200.5 g
solution is composed of 3.43 g PAA solution, 1.2 g MWNT, and 1195.37 g deionized
water. Solutions were used immediately after sonication.
4.2.2 Substrates
Silicon wafers (P-doped, single side polished (1 0 0), 500 nm thick) were pur-
chased from University Wafer (South Boston, MA) and used to obtain thickness
measurements with a profilometer. A quartz crystal microbalance (QCM), utilizing
5 MHz gold/titanium-electrode quartz crystals (Maxtek, Inc.; Cypress, CA), was
used to obtain mass deposited per layer. Polyurethane foam (type 1850, 1.75 lbs/ft3
density) was purchased from Future Foam (High Point, NC).
4.2.3 Layer-by-Layer Deposition
In preparation for deposition, silicon wafers and QCM crystals were exposed to
oxygen plasma to ensure adequate negative surface charge. All two-dimensional sub-
strates were coated using a homebuilt robotic coating system [168], where substrates
were rinsed with deionized water and dried with filtered air following each dip into
aqueous polyelectrolyte suspensions. Fabrication of the anti-flammable multilayer
thin film on 3D substrates was applied by hand, where flexible polyurethane foam
was fully compressed three times in each solution (ensuring uniform compression
across the surface) and excess material was removed as foam was wrung out through
towel wringers. All foam was submerged in a 1.0 wt% PAA solution for 30 sec in
order to enhance the negative surface charge on the foam prior to the deposition of
the nanocoatings. During this step, the carboxylic groups present on the polyanion
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have the ability to hydrogen bond with the polyurethane surface. Treated substrates
were then dipped into the PEI-Py and PAA-based solutions for 5 min each. All
subsequent layers were deposited with 1 min dip times. Deposition solutions were
changed every third bilayer in order to avoid depletion of the carbon nanotubes.
Foam samples were placed in a 70 ◦C oven for 3 h immediately following deposition.
4.2.4 Thin Film Characterization
A P6 profilometer (KLA-Tencor; Milpitas, CA) was used to determine LbL film
thickness. A Maxtek Research Quartz Crystal Microbalance (Cypress, CA) was
used to obtain mass deposition of each individual layer on Au/Ti crystals. Coated
polyurethane substrates were imaged using a field-emission scanning electron mi-
croscope (FESEM) (Model JSM-7500F, JEOL; Tokyo, Japan). Freeze fractured
samples were placed on an aluminum stub and sputter coated with 4 nm of plat-
inum/palladium alloy prior to imaging. Post-burn cone samples were not sputter
coated when imaged using SEM.
4.2.5 Thermal Characterization
Thermal stability of control and coated polyurethane samples (∼ 30 mg) and
individual chemical components (∼ 15 mg) were evaluated using a Q-50 thermo-
gravimetric analyzer (TA Instruments; New Castle, DE) in an air atmosphere under
a heating ramp rate of 10 ◦C/min, from room temperature up to 600 ◦C. Cone
calorimetry was operated according to ASTM E-1354-12 at the University of Dayton
Research Institute using a FTT Dual Cone Calorimeter (exhaust flow of 24 L/s).
Samples (10 x 10 x 2.5 cm) were placed in an aluminum foil pan and exposed to a
heat flux of 35 kW/m2, with a data uncertainty of ±10%. Horizontal flame testing
was operated according to ASTM standard D 5132-04 in an HC-2 model horizon-
tal flame cabinet (Govmark; Farmingdale, NY). Samples (10 x 32 x 1.3 cm) were
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placed between U-shaped, non-corroding, metal frames and exposed to a 38 mm
perpendicular flame for 15 sec to measure flame speed. Vertical flame testing was
operated according to ASTM standard D6413-08 in a 701-S model vertical flame
cabinet (Govmark; Farmingdale, NY). Samples (8.9 x 30.5 x 1.3 cm) were hung ver-
tically in metal frames and exposed to a flame for 12 sec to measure vertical flame
resistance. Samples were examined using a UV Black Ray B100 series light (365 nm)
(UVP; Upland, CA) to analyze burn distance of the coated samples after horizontal
and vertical burn testing.
4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Construction and Characterization of LbL Films
Layer-by-layer deposition of thin films prepared with polymer-stabilized nanopar-
ticles is strongly influenced by pH and particle dispersion method. Previous studies
have shown that polyethylenimine grows exponentially with poly(acrylic acid) un-
der appropriate pH conditions. [169]. This occurs when the charge density of these
weak polyelectrolytes is low, causing them to assume more coiled conformations.
The exponential growth arises from polymer interdiffusion (at pH 10 for PEI and
pH 4 for PAA). In this study, PEI was modified with pyrene, using a previously
described method [167], in an effort to improve stability of the carbon nanotubes
in the cationic solution as well as increase char formation. It was determined that
the modified PEI-Py deposited thickest at pH 9 due to removal of some chargeable
groups during the pyrene modification. Thicker growth reduces the number of layers
required to achieve adequate film performance, thereby reducing processing time and
complexity.
The method of nanoparticle dispersion/stabilization holds equal importance to
deposition pH conditions. It was shown by Jan et al. that growth and resistance of
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carbon black assemblies was altered by adjusting which solution was used to stabi-
lize the carbon black for deposition [170]. A similar study using PEI-functionalized
MWNT deposited discrete MWNT layers between PAA and PEI layers, forming a
trilayer system [166]. This trilayer system did not provide optimal incorporation of
MWNT into the system. In the present study, MWNT was successfully stabilized in
both PEI-Py and PAA using tip sonication. The optimal flame retardant coating was
determined using four recipes. Each recipe is denoted [PEI-Py/PAA]X , where X de-
notes the number of bilayers deposited. Recipe A [PEI-Py+MWNT/PAA+MWNT]
represents the maximum opportunity for MWNT incorporation. Recipe B [PEI-
Py/PAA+MWNT] and Recipe C [PEI-Py+MWNT /PAA] only have nanotubes in
one of the two deposition solutions, while Recipe D [PEI-Py/PAA] is the thin film
control without any carbon nanotubes.
The open-celled polyurethane foam used to evaluate effectiveness of the MWNT-
based coatings is a three-dimensional substrate that has high surface area and non-
uniform curvature. In order to characterize thickness and mass deposition it was
necessary to first apply these assemblies onto two-dimensional, flat substrates (sili-
con wafers and Ti-Au plated quartz crystals). Silicon wafers were used to measure
thickness via profilometry, as shown in Figure 4.2(a). All of the recipes (A, B, C,
and D) exhibited similar growth trends, with a slow initial growth for the first three
bilayers that transitioned to a thicker linear growth regime after four bilayers. At
9 BL, thicknesses ranged between 480 and 620 nm, with greater thickness linked
to an increased amount of MWNT in the film. Based on thickness, it appears that
recipes A and B have the greatest inclusion of MWNT. Stabilizing MWNT in PEI-Py
(Recipe C) generates only a minimal growth increase over the nanotube-free system
(Recipe D). Based on mass deposition per layer, as determined by quartz crystal
microbalance (Figure 4.2(b)), Recipe B was the most promising (i.e., deposited the
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most mass). It has been shown for PEI/PAA assemblies that growth eventually
becomes diffusion limited and mass deposited per layer reaches a steady-state max-
imum [171]. Recipe A takes the most layers to reach the diffusion-limited growth
regime because MWNT limits diffusion between the two polymers. PAA seems to
interact more strongly with MWNT than PEI-Py (i.e., PAA+MWNT layers contain
more nanotubes), indicated by a sharp increase in mass per PAA layer when MWNT
is included. In Recipe B, the PEI-Py is able to interdiffuse with the PAA+MWNT
layers allowing for the quickest transition into the linear growth phase, where overall
MWNT is maximized per bilayer.
Figure 4.2: (a) Thickness and (b) mass deposition of LbL thin films as a function of
the number of bilayers deposited.
Coupling the mass with the thickness reveals that Recipe B is the second densest
of the films at 2.0 g/cm3, only surpassed by the control film (Recipe D), which was
much thinner (with a density of 2.28 g/cm3). The nanotube-free control system
has a higher density because of increased interactions between the polymer layers,
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while higher density of the other films is likely due to a greater inclusion of MWNT
in the film. As mentioned earlier, the properties of particle-containing thin films
can be altered by the way in which the particles are introduced into the system,
using cationic or anionic suspension in this case. Particle content in a given film is
expected to alter the properties of that film. Greater multiwalled carbon nanotube
concentration is expected to improve thermal stability and flame retardancy of the
foam substrate.
4.3.2 Thermal Stability
Thermal stability of 6 BL coated and uncoated polyurethane foam was evaluated
with thermogravimetric analysis. As shown in Figure 4.3, there was little difference
in the initial degradation temperature of the polyurethane with or without coating.
At 285 ◦C there is a deviation in the degradation pathway of the uncoated foam,
as evidenced by a decreased rate of mass loss. Typical polyurethane degradation
occurs in two or three steps [172, 173, 174, 175, 176]. The first step is the degra-
dation of hard segments, forming isocyanates and alcohols, primary or secondary
amines and olefins, and carbon dioxide. The second and third steps correspond to
the thermal decomposition of soft polyol segments. It is likely that LbL coatings
prevent formation of a melt pool during degradation, which creates the difference
in mass loss observed in Figure 4.3. Despite exhibiting faster degradation initially,
MWNT-containing LbL films maintain 10-15% higher weight retention during the
soft segment degradation phase due to the MWNT stability up to approximately 475
◦C. Using the [PEI-Py/PAA] data as a baseline at 475 ◦C suggests that Recipe A
contains 44 wt% MWNT, Recipe B contains 38 wt% MWNT, and Recipe C contains
33 wt% MWNT. This assumes any mass remaining greater than the [PEI-Py/PAA]
film is purely MWNT. Beyond 550 ◦C, all LbL coatings begin to degrade completely,
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with Recipe B having the highest thermal stability in this region (up to 565 ◦C). The
nanocoatings are slowing the mass loss rates as chars are set up, which may also be
changing some of the decomposition chemistry of the polyurethane.
Figure 4.3: Mass loss as a function of temperature during heating of uncoated foam
and foam coated with 6 BL of Recipes A-D. Weight remaining at 475 ◦C is marked
because it is used to calculate weight loading of MWNT in the coatings.
4.3.3 Flame Retardant Behavior of LbL Films
Cone calorimetry was used to quantitatively assess fire performance by measuring
time to ignition (TTI), peak heat release rate (pkHRR), total mass loss, total heat
release (THR) and total smoke release (TSR) using oxygen consumption calorimetry
[163]. Heat release is important in fire safety because it has been found to be the
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most important predictor in fire loss events and determining if people have enough
time to escape a burning room/compartment [164]. In this case, foam is exposed
to a set heat flux, ranging from 10-100 kW/m2, designed to resemble heat intensity
experienced in a fire situation and the heat released is measured as a function of
time. The filler-rich barrier, in this case carbon nanotubes, forms after the sample
is exposed to a critical temperature and is able to delay mass loss corresponding to
the lower heat release rate over a longer period of time. As mass loss is decreased,
the amount of fuel consumed in the flame decreases and a lower HRR is achieved.
The flammability properties of this barrier largely depend on the concentration and
dispersion of nanofiller [177, 178]. Figure 4.4 shows the heat release curves tested
at 35 kW/m2 for uncoated polyurethane and for each of the four recipes used in
this study, as well as post burn scanning electron microscope (SEM) images for
Recipes B and D after exposure to cone testing. The SEM images reveal the ability
of the MWNT-containing samples to retain the foam structure at the microscopic
scale after exposure to fire. Uncoated polyurethane (and the samples coated without
MWNT) show two evident peaks, with the first peak corresponding to the pyrolysis
of diisocyanate compound and the second corresponding to the polyol pyrolysis [172,
179]. Recipe D only provided a small reduction in the pkHRR (∼16%), but as
shown in Table 4.1, [PEI-Py/PAA]6 increased HRR, THR, and TSR by 4%, 2.6%,
and 24%, respectively (relative to uncoated polyurethane foam). When MWNT is
added to the system, all three variations showed dramatic reduction of pkHRR (of
at least 67%) and completely eliminated the second peak observed in both uncoated
and polymer-only coated samples. Clearly the addition of MWNT and the char
formation barrier formed is responsible for the reduction in flammability measured
by the cone calorimeter.
The MWNT bring another advantage to improving the fire safety of the PU
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foam by preventing the dripping/melt flow during burning. This is evident when
looking at the char remaining after the test is complete. Uncoated PU melts within
the aluminum pan and this melt pool undergoes rapid combustion, releasing a high
amount of heat. Coated samples with MWNT have a low heat release rate and
strong char formation that maintained the original structure, which suggests these
nanocoatings prevent the melt dripping phenomenon. Lack of melt dripping is helpful
when trying to prevent the spread of a flame and prevent radiant heat feedback from
burning pool fires that is observed with polyurethane foam in real-world fires [180].
The MWNT-containing samples also exhibit a major improvement in total smoke
release, reducing it as much as 80%. This is one of the highest reported smoke
reduction values for LbL flame retardant films on polyurethane [12, 1, 123, 122].
Reducing smoke release can reduce the risk of injury in fire situations by allowing for
better visibility to reach exits and also lowering irritant gases that can exacerbate the
toxicity of other gases commonly released in fires such as carbon monoxide. Having
the lowest weight addition of 18 wt% (similar to common flame retardant additives),
further testing (flame spread, open flame testing) was focused on Recipe B [PEI-
Py/PAA+MWNT] because weight added is an important metric (everything else
being equal) when thinking about efficacy and minimizing processing steps.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Cone calorimeter heat release rate as a function of time (under 35 kW
hr heat flux) for uncoated polyurethane foam and foam coated with 6 BL of Recipes
A-D. The SEM images show samples coated with (b) recipe D and (c) Recipe B after
exposure to cone testing.
Table 4.1: Weight addition, peak heat release rate, total heat release and total smoke
release for 6 BL coated polyurethane foam.
Recipe Wt Addition pkHRR THR TSR
(%) (kW/m2) (MJ/m2) (m2/m2)
Uncoated — 727 ± 51 19.5 ± 0.6 147 ± 6
A 31.8 ± 0.5 238 ± 14 17.7 ± 1.4 30 ± 2
B 17.7 ± 0.3 235 ± 11 19.0 ± 1.2 33 ± 4
C 22.9 ± 0.1 232 ± 14 18.8 ± 0.8 35 ± 3
D 11.8 ± 0.2 610 ± 42 20.0 ± 0.4 183 ± 9
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Horizontal flame testing (HFT) is used to monitor the ability of a flame to spread
across samples. Uncoated polyurethane and 3 and 6 BL [PEI-Py/PAA+MWNT]
samples were horizontal burn tested to measure flame speed and to determine the
thin films ability to eliminate polyurethane melt dripping. The 355 mm test holder is
divided into 3 sections (38 mm, 255 mm, and 64 mm), as shown in ASTM standard
D5132-04. Burn rate is a measurement of the length the flame travels (in the 255
mm segment) divided by the time it took the flame to travel the measured distance.
Since the flame did not reach the first scribed line in any of the 6 BL test runs, burn
rate for all samples is redefined as the measurement of the distance the leading edge
of the flame front propagates across the specimen, divided by the time the specimen
remains burning after being in contact with the 15 sec flame.
HFT samples had coated weight gains 11 wt% and 24 wt% for 3 and 6 BL
of Recipe B [PEI-Py/PAA+MWNT], respectively. Greater weight gain for 6 BL,
compared to 18 wt% for cone calorimetry, is due to the change in sample dimensions
that required a modest adjustment to the coating method. Still shots of uncoated
polyurethane and 3 and 6 BL coated samples, at 34 sec after the flame was removed,
are displayed in the top row of Figure 4.5. Cotton fabric was placed at the bottom of
the burn chamber to magnify the visual effect of melt dripping (these samples are not
included in calculations of average burn data to be sure the cotton did not adversely
influence the results). The portion of the uncoated sample that comes in contact with
the flame melts and drips, causing the cotton at the bottom of the test chamber to
ignite. The flame propagates across the polyurethane for an average of 32 ± 24 sec
(after the 15 second flame exposure) and an average distance of 83 ± 35 mm before
it extinguishes. The average burn rate for all uncoated polyurethane samples is 181
55 mm/min. Both 3 and 6 BL [PEI-Py/PAA+MWNT] coated samples eliminate
melt dripping. It takes the flame front an average of 310 ± 60 sec to propagate an
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average of 275 ± 50 mm across 3 BL coated samples, while 6 BL coated samples only
burn for an average of 45 ± 7 sec and produce an average char length of 30 ± 10 mm.
The average burn rate for 3BL coated samples is 53 ± 3 mm/min, while it is 39 ± 8
mm/min for 6 BL coated samples, which is slightly more than four times slower than
the uncoated sample. Although the flame remains on the nanocoated samples longer
than the uncoated specimens, samples coated with 6 BL of [PEI-Py/PAA+MWNT]
prevent melt dripping and completely diminish the ability of the flame to propagate.
Figure 4.5: Horizontal flame test results showing uncoated foam in the left column,
3BL of Recipe B in the middle column and 6BL of Recipe B in the right column.
Samples are imaged at 34 seconds into the burn test for the top row and post burn
test below the top row. Fluorescent views highlight the char regions as solid black.
Figure 4.5 shows black light images of the samples after horizontal flame testing,
which reveal the extent of burn damage. The coated samples have a gray/white
discoloration under visible light, but appear black under UV light, allowing for more
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accurate char length measurements. Fluorescent images of 3 BL coated samples
reveal a significantly shorter char length for the bottom-view than the top-view,
demonstrating that the bottom-side of the sample was exposed to a heat gradient
as the flame traveled over the 1.3 cm thick foam and was extinguished. With 6 BL,
there was no melt dripping and the flame did not propagate. The HFT displays the
ability of a flame to spread across a surface when the ignition source is placed at one
side of the sample and flame propagation is driven largely by thermal decomposition
chemistry. The vertical burn test, similar to the HFT, shows the ability of a sample
to withstand flame propagation when the ignition source is below the bulk of the
sample, and also assesses flame spread due to thermal decomposition, but adds in
the effects of bouyancy. In general, vertical flame spread is faster than that observed
due to horizontal flame spread. By testing both vertical and horiztonal flame spread,
which will be real-world geometries in fire events, a better understanding of the fire
safety performance is obtained.
Uncoated polyurethane foam and foam coated with 3, 6 and 9 BL (12 wt%, 24
wt% and 44 wt% gain, respectively) of [PEI-Py/PAA+MWNT] (Recipe B) were
prepared for vertical flame testing (VFT) to measure ignitability and flame spread.
The burner was applied to the midpoint of the lowest portion of the hanging specimen
at a 45 degree angle to avoid molten and flaming material from dripping into the
burner. The flame was in contact with the sample for 12 sec. Afterflame time is
reported as the average time the flame remained on the sample after the ignition
source was removed. As expected, Figure 4.6 shows that within seconds of exposure
to the flame from the burner, flames fully engulfed the entire 30.5 cm tall uncoated
sample and molten, flaming drips fell to the bottom of the test chamber. Uncoated
samples were consumed in an average of 61 ± 58 sec. Uncoated sample vertical burn
behavior was erratic with the best performing sample extinguishing prior to removal
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of the source flame and the worst burning completely over a period of 115 sec.
Although the flame propagated the entire length of the 3 BL coated specimens, the
coating completely prevented melt dripping. With 6 BL of [PEI-Py/PAA+MWNT],
char length and flame time after removal of the ignition source decreased by an
average of 27% and 69%, respectively. Samples coated with 9 BL self-extinguished
when the ignition source was removed and had an average char length of 135.5 ±
3.7 mm. When viewed under the UV light, it can be seen that the true charred
region is limited to the area exposed directly to the flame source. It is an impressive
achievement to not only eliminate melt dripping of polyurethane foam, but to also
completely prevent flame propagation in this vertical test orientation. Based on the
results from cone calorimetry, HFT and VFT, it is clear that [PEI-Py/PAA+MWNT]
is one of the most effective coatings ever reported for stopping fire on open-celled
polyurethane foam.
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Figure 4.6: Top: vertical flame test results showing uncoated and 3, 6 and 9 BL
coated samples at 5, 10, and 20 sec after ignition of the flame source. Bottom:
images of charred regions after vertical flame test. In each case, the left image was
produced using visible light, while the right image was produced using UV light for
each sample.
4.4 Conclusion
This study demonstrates that a MWNT-based layer-by-layer assembly is capa-
ble of significantly reducing the flammability of polyurethane foam. TGA analysis
revealed that the coatings contained up to 44 wt% MWNT. Cone calorimetry re-
vealed that these coatings significantly reduced peak heat release rate, by at least
67%, and reduced total smoke release by up to 80%. It was found that only 6
BL of PEI-Py/PAA+MWNT could prevent horizontal flame spread and 9 BL was
able to completely prevent vertical flame propagation. Melt dripping was eliminated
with just 3 BL. The mechanism of flame retardancy, like that observed with poly-
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mer nanocomposites and other LbL systems, is the formation of a robust char layer
that slows mass loss and inhibits melt flow. This MWNT-based nanocoating allows
the coated foam to retain its shape, burn with lower intensity, and have diminished
flame spread. With relatively few layers, this coating exhibits the best flame re-
tardant behavior reported in the open literature for open-celled polyurethane foam.
Very few systems, even with very high weight addition (> 30wt%) can withstand a
true vertical flame test.
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5. CONE CALORIMETRY ASSESSMENT OF FABRIC AND FOAM
ASSEMBLIES FOR IMPROVED TESTING METHODS
5.1 Introduction
Materials fire risk assessments typically focus on a single material’s flammability
due to the need for fundamental understanding of the fire physics and chemistry. This
is particularly true for bench scale methods used to understand materials flammabil-
ity behavior in an effort to develop new fire safety solutions. Many existing fire safety
engineering test methods were designed and engineered to work with single materials
or simple composites, not complex assemblies. Despite the common benchtop testing
trend of focusing on one material, it is the full-scale fire behavior that drives codes
and standards so there is a perceived disconnect between bench scale testing and full
scale testing. When testing new pre-commercial material for fire safety, bench scale
testing is conducted first to save on cost and material. Additionally, bench scale
emissions are reduced (i.e., more environmentally friendly) relative to full scale fire
tests. It is easy to understand why bench scale tests are preferred when considering
cost and emission issues, but if the bench scale test does not correlate well to the full
scale fire scenario the worth is questionable. Some bench scale tests do not always
correctly mimic all of the full scale fire physics that will determine if a material is
safe to use, but some existing bench scale tests are appropriate and, with simple
modifications, can mimic full-scale fire behavior quite well. One such bench scale
test is the cone calorimeter [181, 182], which works well for composites [183, 184, 54],
wire and cable systems [185, 186], plastic electronic enclosures [187], and tests re-
quiring heat release measurements [188]. While cone calorimetry is not a good fit for
everything [163], it is a powerful tool for fully understanding material fire behavior
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in well ventilated, forced combustion fire scenarios where time to escape (as dictated
by heat release of the burning material) is important [164].
Despite the availability of this test method, there is little published data on in-
teractions between foam and fabric interactions when tested via cone calorimetry,
especially in the development of new fire safe solutions for furniture. This section
explores how different foams (with and without flame retardant) behave in the cone
calorimeter when covered with different types of fabric, having various flammability
ratings. The objective of this work was to determine if the cone calorimeter can
accurately screen performance in foam and fabric assemblies prior to full scale fire
testing. In other words, can the cone calorimeter identify flammability parameters
that may be able to predict pass/fail performance, especially in complex foam and
fabric assemblies? Initial tests using standard materials serve as a set of controls, set-
ting a baseline for comparison with a new flame retardant coating prepared from an
aqueous polyelectrolyte complex (PEC). Testing these assemblies with PEC coated
fabric will show if there are possible benefits of using PEC coatings for protecting
fabric and foam assemblies.
5.2 Materials and Methods
5.2.1 Materials
All fabrics described in this study were purchased from Greenhouse Fabrics, Inc
(High Point, NC). White BS5852 reference fabric is a 100% polyester standard ref-
erence fabric used in BS 5852 tests with a weight of 203 g/m2 (6.0 oz/yd2). 456-28
Bermuda fabric is also 100% polyester with a weight of 227 g/m2 (6.7 oz/yd2).
A6041 Oak fabric is a 50:50 polyester and cotton blend with a weight of 214 g/m2
(6.3 oz/yd2). A7344 Icecaps fabric is 100% cotton (220 g/m2 (6.5 oz/yd2)). The
foams (flame retardant and non-flame retardant (NFR)) were produced by Chem-
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tura / Great Lakes Solutions and were polyether based polyurethane (∼1.5 lbs/ft3,
∼4 scfm). The flame retardant polyurethane foam contained 19 parts per 100 of
Chemtura Firemaster 600 (a proprietary phosphorus-bromine system) and 25 parts
per 100 of melamine.
Branched polyethylenimine (MW = 25,000 g/mol), sodium hexametaphosphate
(also named poly(sodium phosphate)), citric acid monohydrate, and sodium chloride
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI). PEI is first dissolved into 18.2
MΩ deionized (DI) water followed by adding PSP to create a 5:10 wt% solution
of PEI:PSP. A pH 2 buffering solution is prepared by adding 1.05 wt% citric acid
monohydrate and 1.72 wt% NaCl (50 mM, ionic strength = 300 mmol).
5.2.2 Thin Film Deposition
The PEC solution was placed in a homebuilt trough provided by Chemtura which
allowed for a 142 cm by 71 cm (56 in by 28 in) piece of fabric to be coated at one
time while minimizing amount of solution needed. The fabric was pulled through
the trough, containing 3300g of PEC solution, at a rate of approximately 0.3 cm/s
(or 7 in/min). At a given moment, 9 cm (3.5 in) of fabric were submersed meaning
each fiber of the cotton fabric was immersed in the PEC solution for approximately
30 seconds. This residence time was chosen based on previous work using this PEC
coating method [150], however this cotton fabric is of a heavier weight than the
referenced study and required two deposition cycles to obtain similar weight gain
described previously. The full procedure consisted of immersion in the PEC solution,
dry at 70◦C for 25 min, a second immersion in the PEC solution, a second 25 min
dry at 70◦C, and an 8 min soak in the pH 2 buffering solution to lock the coating
to the fabric by dropping the environment below the pH at which the complex is
water soluble. This allowed the fabric to be squeezed and rinsed in DI water to
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remove excess buffering solution. This was followed by a final wringing of the fabric
to remove excess DI water and then the sample was dried at 70◦C.
5.2.3 Flame Retardant Tests
The fabrics were tested on both flame retardant and non-flame retardant PU
foam in cone calorimeter. Fabrics were cut into four pieces approximately 31.8 cm
by 14 cm (12.5 in by 5.5 in). Foams were cut into 10 cm by 10 cm by 2.54 cm (4 in
by 4 in by 1 in) samples. The fabric pieces were then wrapped around the PU foam
and sewn together using Kevlar thread and a 7.6 cm (3 in) needle as per ASTM
E1474. Pictures of the prepared samples are shown in Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: Pictures of fabric sewn onto foam pieces to be measured in cone calorime-
try.
Cone Calorimeter experiments were conducted on a FTT Dual Cone Calorimeter
at two heat fluxes (25 kW/m2 and 35 kW/m2) with an exhaust flow of 24 L/s
using the standardized cone calorimeter procedure (ASTM E1354-12). Samples were
wrapped in aluminum foil on one side as per the ASTM E1354 standard. Data
collected from all samples is believed to have an error of ± 10% and was calculated
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using a specimen surface area of 100 cm2. All samples were tested at least in triplicate
as per the ASTM E1354 standard. A fourth sample was tested when three samples
had scattered results. A heat flux of 25 kW/m2 was used for the reference, Bermuda,
and Oak fabric samples. A heat flux of 35 kW/m2 was used on coated and uncoated
Icecaps cotton fabric samples.
In addition to cone calorimetry, a secondary test was performed to assess the
flame retardant behavior of the coated cotton on PU foam. This test was designed
as a qualitative testing method for this study. A butane hand torch (TriggertorchTM
MT-76 K, Master Appliance Corps., Racine, WI) was used to apply a direct flame
(approximately 1300◦C) to the fabric and foam assemblies. The torch was set such
that the inner blue flame length was 2.5 cm (1 in) and outer transparent blue flame
was approximately 5 cm (2 in) total length. The samples were prepared by wrapping
two 5 cm by 5 cm by 2.5 cm (2 in by 2 in by 1 in) foam pieces joined in an L-shape
using a steel paperclip with coated or uncoated cotton fabric sewn onto the front face
of the foam. The torch was applied to the creased region of the L-shape mini-couch
in a manner that the inner blue flame was within 2 cm from being in contact with the
cotton fabric. The uncoated sample was exposed to the torch for only 10 seconds for
safety reasons, while the coated fabric was exposed for 100 seconds to demonstrate
robustness of the coating.
5.3 Results and Discussion
The first three sets of samples were tested to measure the effects of combining
foam and fabric in the cone calorimeter and were tested with a 25 kW/m2 heat
flux. Multiple fabric types were used to determine if different fabric compositions
would or would not affect the heat release. Foam composition (with and without
flame retardant) was also considered in testing. These series of tests will serve as a
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baseline for future studies going deeper into understanding why testing fabric and
foam together in cone calorimetry is beneficial.
5.3.1 Reference Polyester Fabric
The BS5852 white reference fabric was tested on both neat and flame retarded PU
foam. Immediately upon exposure to the cone heater, the sample began to smoke
and the surface fabric began to curl and deform quickly, followed by igniting and
splitting open. The underlying foam began to collapse and liquefy, eventually lead-
ing to the fabric and foam assembly shrinking down into a burning mass that slowly
burned to completion. The aluminum foil sample pan deformed during burning such
that the cone heater shutters could not be closed at the end of the test. Figure
5.2(a) shows heat release rate average curves for the NFR and FR sample sets with
the white reference fabric. When analyzing the heat release rate curves (prior to
averaging the curves), there was some scatter noted due to the irregular deformation
and fire behavior of the fabric at ignition. The data showed an average reduction
in peak heat release rate (pkHRR) of 23% between the NFR and FR foam samples.
FR foam showed better reproducibility, though tests with other fabrics showed bet-
ter reproducibility with both foams. In both cases, the final chars, seen in Figure
5.2(b,c), appeared very similar because in each case, the foam melted, collapsed, and
left very little char residue.
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Figure 5.2: (a) HRR curves averaged for samples made with white reference BS5852
fabric with non-flame retarded foam and flame retarded foam. (b) Image of four
NFR foam with reference fabric sample pans after cone testing. (c) Image of four
FR foam with reference fabric sample pans after cone testing.
5.3.2 Commercial Polyester Fabric
The 456-28 Bermuda fabric behaved similarly to the white reference fabric as the
samples began to smoke instantly upon exposure to the heater, quickly split open
and pulled away from the foam. The splitting was so rapid that pieces of the fabric
broke away from the sample and fell out of the cone calorimeter sample holder area
while still burning. It is likely that there is higher than expected error in the mass
loss data for samples with this fabric. The foam collapsed and fully liquefied. Unlike
other samples in this study, the aluminum foil did not deform at this point and the
shutters could be closed at the end of the test. The averaged HRR curves in Figure
5.3(a) show that the first peak is nearly gone for the FR foam containing sample. The
data shows an average reduction in pkHRR of 15.9% and there was some scattered
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data between samples for both FR and NFR foams. The burned samples appeared
to contain significantly more black char evenly distributed in the sample pan, as seen
in Figure 5.3(b,c).
Figure 5.3: (a) HRR curves averaged for samples made with 456-28 Bermuda fabric
with non-flame retarded foam and flame retarded foam. (b) Image of three NFR
foam with Bermuda fabric sample pans after cone testing. (c) Image of four FR
foam with Bermuda fabric sample pans after cone testing.
5.3.3 Polyester-Cotton Blend Fabric
The A6041 Oak fabric performed slightly different initially as the fabric did not
curl or deform initially. It did not curl back until after ignition when it finally split
open. Otherwise, the fire behavior was similar as the foam fully liquefied and the
samples collapsed. The aluminum foil deformed at the end of the test similar to the
BS5852 reference fabric, preventing the shutters from closing. The data shows an
average reduction in pkHRR of 10.8%, showing less difference between NFR and FR
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foams than the BS5852 reference and Bermuda fabrics. The HRR curves in Figure
5.4(a) differ from previous samples as well in that the FR foam containing sample
shows a decline in HRR at a similar time and rate as the NFR foam containing sam-
ple. The Oak fabric samples had more reproducible results between measurements
as well. Figure 5.4(b,c) shows the final chars had a mixture of white and black char
and some of the fabric weave was still noticeable. This is likely due to the addition
of cotton in the fabric makeup of these samples as cotton is more prone to rapid char
formation than polyester.
Figure 5.4: (a) HRR curves averaged for samples made with A6041 Oak fabric with
non-flame retarded foam and flame retarded foam. (b) Image of three NFR foam
with Oak fabric sample pans after cone testing. (c) Image of three FR foam with
Oak fabric sample pans after cone testing.
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5.3.4 Comparison of Polyester and Polyester-Cotton Fabrics
Table 5.1 shows a summary of results for each sample from which some general
trends are observed. The foam type has the largest effect on flammability amongst
the samples. This is expected since the foam is the majority of the flammable mass
in each sample. FR foam samples have lower total heat release (THR) and pkHRR
values compared to NFR samples for the same fabric type. FR foam also tends to
generate higher levels of total smoke release (TSR) than NFR foam, though fabric
type appears to significantly affect smoke output. Again, this result is expected since
the FR foam contains a vapor phase flame retardant system (phosphorus-bromine)
which inhibits combustion therefore resulting in higher levels of smoke release. The
pure polyester fabric samples produced more smoke as well compared to the cotton
containing samples. The overall lowest flammability combination seems to be the
BS5852 reference fabric with the FR foam. The cotton/polyester blend (A6041
Oak) fabric performed better than the 100% polyester (456-28 Bermuda) fabric likely
because 50% of the flammable polyester is replaced with less flammable and lower
heat release cotton fiber. The Bermuda fabric, while 100% polyester just like the
reference fabric, likely had worse flammability because it is thicker and has more
flammable mass present.
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Table 5.1: The average 25 kW/m2 heat release data for assemblies of BS5852,
Bermuda, and Oak fabrics with NFR and FR foam.
Fabric Foam Tig pkHRR Avg HRR Mass Lost THR TSR
Sample (s) (kW/m2) (kW/m2) (%) (MJ/m2) (m2/m2)
BS5852 NFR 13 327 170 87.7 24.1 704
BS5852 FR 11 251 138 84.7 23.5 794
Bermuda NFR 12 396 253 92.3 31.0 573
Bermuda FR 13 333 219 82.6 30.7 816
Oak NFR 15 343 226 91.1 28.0 329
Oak FR 17 306 210 87.8 26.1 541
All of the samples exhibited a two peak behavior. Each sample had very sim-
ilar behavior with the outer fabric layer igniting first, followed by bursting open
or melting back which led into the secondary heat release peaks as the foam fully
liquefied and burned. Therefore, some of the HRR curves may be due to physical
effects of flammability. It is interesting and notable to observe how the fabric fails
at this heat flux when exposed to a radiant heat source (as opposed to a spot ig-
nition source). This two peak behavior is also notably different than what is seen
with typical polyurethane foams tested in cone calorimeter without surface fabrics
present [172]. The normal two peak HRR curve for polyurethane due to the two step
thermal decomposition behavior of the foam appears to be altered by the presence of
fabric. Each fabric appears to have a slightly different effect on the two peaks (most
notably the first peak). The peaks appear to be further separated from each other
and more or less prominent in some cases and the fabric composition has a definite
effect on the intensities of both the first and second HRR peaks.
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5.3.5 Cotton Fabric
A7344 Icecaps (100% cotton) fabric was also tested using this fabric and foam
combination method. In this portion of the study however, a coating was also applied
to the fabric to demonstrate a potential flame retarding mechanism for upholstered
foam applications. In these tests, the heat flux deviated from previous tests. A
higher heat flux of 35 kW/m2 was used (compared to 25 kW/m2). When testing at
the lower heat flux in previous samples, ignition behavior was consistent, but there
were some erratic results post ignition. Sometimes higher heat fluxes will address
the issue of consistency, especially for flame retardant materials which is relevant
for the flame retardant polyelectrolyte coating applied to the cotton fabric. For this
reason, only general comparisons will be made between these samples and previous
samples. The focus of this portion is on the introduction of the PEC nanocoating
and its effectiveness as a flame retardant for the fabric and foam assemblies.
Table 5.2 shows a summary of the Icecaps samples results with and without the
polyelectrolyte complex coating on both NFR and FR foam tested at 35 kW/m2. The
results show minor differences between the NFR and FR foams when tested with the
A7344 Icecaps fabric without the nanocoating. When the nanocoating is applied, the
results change dramatically. The coating added 21.8 ± 0.4 wt% to the Icecaps cotton
and leads to a significant decrease in heat release and overall flammability regardless
of whether NFR or FR foam was used. This is evidence that the coated fabric
does have a flame retardant effect, including some delays in time to ignition. The
PEC coated fabric improves almost every measured property in the cone calorimeter
with the exception of possibly total smoke release. The improvement in properties
is significant and noteworthy. A more complete description of testing behavior and
results are described for each sample set below.
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Table 5.2: The average 35 kW/m2 heat release data for assemblies of coated and
uncoated Icecaps cotton with NFR and FR foam.
Fabric Foam Tig pkHRR Avg HRR Mass Lost THR TSR
Sample (s) (kW/m2) (kW/m2) (%) (MJ/m2) (m2/m2)
Uncoated NFR 9 374 198 94.8 28.9 191
Uncoated FR 7 403 195 90.2 27.2 295
Coated NFR 11 299 159 76.7 20.8 195
Coated FR 11 319 140 76.7 20.7 301
5.3.5.1 Uncoated Cotton
The NFR and FR foam and uncoated cotton fabric samples behaved similarly
in that they began smoking immediately upon exposure to the cone heater, igniting
shortly afterward. The surface blackened and the foam collapsed inside the fabric
during burning. Some glowing (smolder) was noted towards the end of the test as
the fabric began to curl and deform (FR foam samples had less deformation at the
end). Unlike previous tests with the polyester containing fabrics, the cotton fabric
did not split open and instead remained intact and carbonized during testing. Heat
release rate curves shown in Figure 5.5(a) showed the classic two peak behavior of PU
foam and very little difference between the NFR and FR foam containing samples.
The pkHRR actually show an increase of 7.8% on average from NFR to FR foam,
though the averaged HRR curves show little difference if any in pkHRR due to some
scatter in time to pkHRR of the FR samples. The final chars of the NFR samples
seen in Figure 5.5(b) show the remaining curled up carbonized fabric which could
be opened up and, while mostly hollow, did retain some small pieces of char/foam
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residue. The final chars of the FR samples (Figure 5.5(c)) had carbonized fabric that
remained pliable (can move and bend without breaking), though it was torn easily.
Again, small pieces of foam residue were found within the fabric shells at the end of
the test. Both NFR and FR sets with Icecaps fabric are significant improvements
over the previously tested fabrics as there is more tangible char remaining even at a
higher heat flux due to the char forming nature of the cotton, further signifying that
fabric composition plays an important role in overall flammability.
Figure 5.5: (a) HRR curves averaged for samples made with A7344 Icecaps fabric
with non-flame retarded foam and flame retarded foam. (b) Image of four NFR foam
with Icecaps fabric sample pans after cone testing. (c) Image of four FR foam with
Icecaps fabric sample pans after cone testing.
5.3.5.2 Coated Cotton
Fire behavior for the NFR foam and coated cotton fabric was similar to the un-
coated samples with a deviation in the initial heat release rate growth. The initial
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heat release growth rate was slower and there were small white (relative to the black
surface) flames on the surface of the sample, likely resulting from addition of phos-
phorus to the surface of the sample in the form of sodium hexametaphosphate within
the polyelectrolyte complex coating. Figure 5.6(a) shows the averaged heat release
rate curves. The slower initial HRR growth is noted by the lowered intensity of the
first peak and addition of a more noticeable secondary peak of 150 kW/m2 around
40-45 seconds. This secondary peak is somewhat evident in the uncoated samples,
but is mostly overshadowed by the first peak. These samples are also very repro-
ducible. The final char of the coated fabric on NFR foam (Figure 5.6(b)) maintained
the shape of the original assembly and the outer fabric was stiff. The charred outer
fabric contained a hollow inner core with some foam residue and fragments.
Figure 5.6: (a) HRR curves averaged for samples made with A7344 Icecaps fabric
coated with PEC with non-flame retarded foam and flame retarded foam. (b) Image
of four NFR foam with coated Icecaps fabric sample pans after cone testing. (c)
Image of four FR foam with coated Icecaps fabric sample pans after cone testing.
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The coated cotton fabric with FR foam showed different behavior, though still
significant improvement over the uncoated counterpart. Unlike in the NFR foam
samples, the FR foam samples with coated fabric had erratic self-extinguishing events
in a couple of the samples around 50 seconds into the test, requiring the spark to be
reinserted. This re-ignition behavior caused much more irregular HRR curves, but
this is not to be mistaken for poor results. This behavior actually suggests a more
robust flame retardant performance for this combination of fabric and foam, even
though it appears that the pkHRR increased by an average of 6.7% from the coated
fabric on NFR foam samples. The final chars (Figure 5.6(c)) were very similar to
NFR foam in that the outer fabric retained the shape and contained small pieces of
foam residue and char inside.
5.3.5.3 Butane Torch Test
A separate qualitative test was performed on these cotton based fabric and foam
assemblies in order to further exemplify how robust this PEC coating is in regards to
flame retarding the fabric and foam assembly. For this test, a slightly different set-up
was used for the assembly as seen in Figure 5.7 in order to create a corner region
for the flame to be applied. The torchs inner blue flame was brought within 1” of
the sample surface and held in place for 100 seconds. This could not be done for the
sample without a coating as the flame from the sample became too large and it was
not safe to hold the torch in place. For this reason, only 10 second exposure was used
for uncoated fabric. Figure 5.7(a-d) shows the uncoated sample as it slowly burned
over a total of 200 seconds leaving char residue under a small piece of charred cotton
fabric that remained intact. Within the short 10 second exposure, the torch burned
a hole through the fabric and the foam, quickly igniting and propagating a flame
on both. The coated sample is shown in Figure 5.7(e-i). Even after 100 seconds,
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the fabric was not penetrated by the torch. The flame on the surface of the sample
immediately extinguished with no propagation once the torch was removed (Figure
5.7(g)). There was a charred area around the location where the flame contacted
the surface of the assembly, and the outer areas of the fabric remained undamaged
as there was no flame spread during the torch exposure. The charred region cracked
upon handling of the sample and closer inspection underneath this region showed
that the foam receded from the fabric during the test (Figure 5.7(i)). The fabric
allowed the foam to safely melt away from the heat without igniting or propagating
a flame.
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Figure 5.7: Pictures of uncoated Icecaps cotton on NFR foam (a) before the 10
second butane torch exposure, (b) 50 seconds after exposure, (c) 100 seconds after
exposure, and (d) the final extinguished sample. Pictures of coated Icecaps cotton on
NFR foam are shown (e) before the 100 second butane torch exposure, (f) 50 seconds
of exposure, (g) immediately after removal of torch at 100 seconds of exposure, (h)
back of sample showing foam structure intact, and (i) inside the burned sample
showing where the foam melted away from the heat during torch exposure.
5.4 Conclusion
It is evident from the results in this paper that fabric and foam do interact with
one another during fire events and therefore it makes sense to study foam and fabric
combinations when developing new flame retardant materials. Cone calorimetry
results showed that fabric composition had notable effects on heat release and heat
release rate growth. The fabric composition effects also behaved differently when
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switching from NFR foam to FR foam samples. Polyester materials tested in this
paper have higher heat release and form very little char when compared to cotton
fibers which form char and have lower heat release. This was seen when comparing
the 50/50 cotton/polyester blend fabric (A6041 Oak) with the 100% polyester fabric
(456-28 Bermuda) as the cotton containing sample contributed less to the additional
heat release when compared to the 100% polyester. The BS5852 reference fabric
contributed the least to heat release, though this is likely due to the fabric being
thinner and therefore added little additional fuel to the overall system. It is concluded
for these reasons that fabric type and composition do affect heat release in the test
despite the majority of the fuel present being polyurethane.
Along with the ability to differentiate between fabrics, the cone calorimeter data
showed differences between flame retarded and non-flame retarded foam. However,
the sample set in this report is small and other fabric and foam combinations with
varying standalone results in other tests are recommended for future testing to deter-
mine what measurements in cone calorimeter can provide quantitative differentiation
between samples as opposed to qualitative differentiation as described by this report.
This report and the inlying results show that in order to properly understand up-
holstered furniture flammability at the bench scale, fabric and foam combinations
should be considered in flame retardant material design and discovery work.
This is further exemplified through the results of the polyelectrolyte complex
FR coating on cotton. This coating on cotton was able to significantly reduce the
heat release rate of the system even at a higher heat flux and showed some self-
extinguishing behavior. The PEC coatings provide robust flame retardant protection
regardless of the underlying foam being flame retarded or not. The qualitative torch
test shows protection of the fabric and foam combination from direct butane torch
exposure through extinguishing the flame and preventing cracking of the fabric as
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well as ignition of the foam. This is evidence that flame retardant nanocoatings could
create thin barrier fabrics and this could be a potential method moving forward for
flame retarding upholstered furniture.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Reductions to Polyurethane Foam Flammability
This dissertation has shown several improvements made to layer-by-layer flame
retardant coatings for polyurethane foam. These improvements are significant addi-
tions to LbL FR literature as they show that not only can these coatings reduce the
flammability of PU, but also have the potential to prevent flame spread completely
when exposed to an open flame source. Barrier fabric development is another simple
avenue of creating effective flame retardants for polyurethane. These advancements
in flame retarding foam are significant and can be expanded upon. At this age of the
technology, future works should also begin focusing on efficiency in order to bridge
the gap from academia into scalable products. An overview of the findings and future
work suggestions are provided here.
6.1.1 Stack LbL Assembly
It was shown in Section 3 that bilayers of CH/APP had minimal effect on
the flammability of polyurethane foam until it was combined with a few layers of
CH/VMT at which point the foam resisted flame spread [1]. The initial thermal
stability of the CH/VMT layers provide a support structure for the CH/APP layers
to form an expanded char layer. By combining 4 BL of CH/VMT and 20 BL of
CH/APP, the fire from the butane torch test was unable to spread once the flame
source was removed. This stacked LbL concept can be applied to other systems to
benefit from two different mechanisms and achieve greater flame retardant properties.
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6.1.2 Multiwalled Carbon Nanotube Multilayers
Section 4 showed the ability of carbon nanotubes interlaced in a LbL thin film
composed of PEI-Py and PAA to flame retard polyurethane foam [37]. This bilayer
system had several beneficial reductions to the PU flammability. Cone calorimetry
showed both pkHRR and TSR were significantly reduced and open flame tests showed
that the foam could withstand ignition in both vertical and horizontal orientations.
6.1.3 Cone Calorimetry Study and Barrier Fabric Development
The results of Section 5 support the idea that testing of individual materials
that will later become part of a larger product for flammability may not be the
most effective way of screening and developing flame retardants. Specifically for the
case of upholstered foam furnishings, combinations of various fabrics with both FR
and non-FR polyurethane foam resulted in different trends. Using cone calorimetry
to test various combinations, possibly in conjunction with other testing methods,
could lead to more efficient development of application specific flame retardants. To
provide an example, it was shown that a simple polyelectrolyte coating on cotton
fabric was able to significantly flame retard the fabric and foam combination.
6.2 Future Research Direction
6.2.1 Halloysite Nanotubes for Improved Flame Retardant Coatings
The results of Section 4 show that nanotubes can be a useful particle shape for
imparting flame retardant properties on polyurethane foam. Carbon nanotubes, how-
ever, are still relatively expensive and are not necessarily environmentally friendly.
In attempt to provide an environmentally benign alternative, halloysite nanotubes
will be studied to determine if the clay-based nanotube structure provides similar
benefits to the carbon nanotubes with regards to peak heat release rate and total
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smoke release reduction. Initial experiments resulted in promising results as shown in
Figure 6.1. Halloysite nanoparticles could provide an environmentally benign option
for flame retarding polyurethane foam.
Figure 6.1: Images of (a) 5BL PEI/PAA and (b) 5BL PEI+HAL/PAA+HAL after
exposure to a butane torch test. (c) Cone calorimetry results for peak heat release
rate and total smoke release for 5BL coatings compared to uncoated polyurethane.
6.2.2 Boron Nitride Flame Retardant Study
Sections 3 and 4 as well as several other studies reviewed in Section 2 have
shown the potential benefits of using thermally stable nanoparticles. Boron nitride
nanosheets (BNNS) are thermally conductive and stable nanoparticles that have
yet to be studied in LbL FR coatings. The mass increase from oxidation at high
temperatures gives BNNS a unique benefit not observed for many other nanoparticles
used to date. These would be an interesting nanoparticle to be studied for flame
retardant properties as well as a general protective oxidation barrier due to the
sheet-structure. This could possibly reduce aging of the coated substrate. Figure
6.2(a) shows initial torch test results of polyurethane coated with a BNNS-based
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recipe. This coating could also serve as a good gas barrier, with a high growth rate,
highlighted in Figure 6.2(b), and inclusion of impermeable sheets to a system already
known for good gas barrier [169].
Figure 6.2: Image of polyurethane coated with a BNNS containing LbL coating after
exposure to a butane torch test.
6.2.3 Spray Coating Flame Retardant Coatings on Polyurethane Foam
The use of LbL to deposit flame retardant nanocoatings on polymeric surfaces
is still a rapidly growing field as outlined in Section 2. With the current research
base, it is now questionable how transferable this technology will be to industrial
scale. There are many processing steps to LbL and despite the significant reductions
in flammability, scalability needs to be addressed. Studies have begun showing pos-
sible methods to scale, showing promising adaptations into current fabric assembly
lines, however foam and other complex three dimensional substrates still require im-
provements. Spray coating is a successful platform for depositing LbL though it has
limited ability to penetrate a porous foam to deposit a uniform coatings. However,
the many coatings on foam show that the bulk of the material is protected from any
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degradation. A study focused on penetration depth of spray coating polyurethane
foam might reveal that an outer layer is all that is necessary to impart the same
flammability reductions as dip coating. Initial results outlined in Figure 6.3 are very
promising showing that the coating can self-extinguish in both torch and HFT tests
as well as maintain flame retardant properties after conditioning.
-insert figure-
Figure 6.3: Images of polyurethane foam spray coated with 3BL of CH/VMT (a)
before and (b) after compression conditioning and exposure to the butane torch test.
(c) An image of 3BL CH/VMT spray coated and tested via a horizontal flame test.
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APPENDIX A
STRETCHABLE GAS BARRIER ACHIEVED WITH PARTIALLY
HYDROGEN-BONDED MULTILAYER NANOCOATING∗
A.1 Introduction
Numerous electronics, food packaging, and pressurized systems require gas bar-
rier layers [189, 190]. In many cases, this barrier needs to be flexible, resistant to
humidity and stretchable [191, 192, 193]. Commonly used gas barrier layers include
polymer films, ceramic thin films and metalization [194]. The drawback of inorganic
barriers, such as metal-oxide coatings, is that they are neither flexible nor stretch-
able, have inherent pinholes and crack upon flexing, which diminishes their ability
to block oxygen [195]. Flexible and transparent thin films have been produced, with
gas barrier exceeding those of metal and metal oxides, using layer-by-layer (LbL)
deposition of polymers and clay [69]. These thin films provide many of the desired
properties for the applications mentioned above and could possibly displace current
inorganic barriers, but they lack true stretchability. Some applications require the
ability to stretch 10% or more without damage [193]. Pressurized elastomer systems,
such as sports balls and tires, would benefit from a flexible and stretchable thin film
barrier. These applications could be improved with a nanocoating that could provide
a sturdy, flexible, and stretchable barrier that would reduce weight and/or material
cost.
Layer-by-layer assembly is a facile process for depositing multifunctional thin
films that has become increasingly popular since the 1990s [196, 10]. This pro-
∗Reprinted with permission from Reference [16]. Copyright 2014, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH
& Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
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cess has been used to impart various properties[197] including gas barrier/separation
[69, 198, 199], flame retardant [79, 117], antimicrobial [19], and sensing [200, 201].
The best gas barrier films make use of polyelectrolytes and nanoplatelets (e.g., clay)
to form a tortuous path for gas molecules, forcing them to traverse long distances
perpendicular to the direction of diffusion [69, 198]. This significantly reduces the
total number of permeating molecules passing through the film in a given time.
Many of these super oxygen barrier nanobrick wall films are created using electro-
static interactions that are akin to crosslinks, making them relatively glassy. Upon
straining, the electrostatic bonds between the polymer and clay are strong enough
to cause cracking within the film. Hydrogen-bonded assemblies have been shown to
exhibit elastomeric behavior [202], which could allow the polymer to bond-slip along
the basal plane of the clay during stretching [203]. The presence of some hydrogen-
bonded layers could reduce the strain on the electrostatic layers, resulting in less
movement of the platelets, reduced (or eliminated) film damage, and retained bar-
rier. In the present study, the addition of a hydrogen-bonding layer to an otherwise
electrostatically grown film resulted in a four times improvement over the barrier
of neat PET and this barrier was maintained after undergoing a 10% strain. The
electrostatically-bonded film lost 4350% of its barrier after stretching, whereas the
hydrogen-bonded film lost only 17%.
A.2 Experimental
A.2.1 Materials
Cationic branched polyethylenimine (PEI) (MW ∼25,000 g/mol) was purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI) and used as received. Polyglycidol (PGD) was
synthesized according to a previously described method [204]. Natural sodium mont-
morillonite (MMT) clay was purchased from Southern Clay Products, Inc. (Gonzales,
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TX) and used as received. Poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) film with a thickness
of 179 µm was used as the substrate for oxygen transmission rate (OTR) testing
and scanning electron microscopy. Single-side-polished, 500-µm-thick silicon wafers
were purchased from University Wafer (South Boston, MA) and used for film growth
measurements via ellipsometry.
A.2.2 Film Preparation
Solutions were prepared with deionized water and rolled for 24 hours to ensure
homogeneity. Polyethylenimine and polyglycidol solutions were prepared at 0.1 wt%
and montmorillonite solutions were prepared at 1 wt%. The pH of each solution was
altered to the corresponding pH 3, 4, 5, or 10 using 1.0 M HCl. Silicon wafers were
treated with piranha solution for 30 minutes prior to rinsing with water, acetone,
and water again, and finally dried with filtered air before deposition [205]. Caution!
Piranha solution reacts violently with organic materials and should be handled with
extreme care. PET films were rinsed with water, methanol, and water again, dried
with filtered air, and corona treated to create a negative surface charge prior to
deposition [206]. Each appropriately treated substrate was then dipped into the PEI
solution for 5 minutes, rinsed with deionized water, and dried with filtered air. The
same procedure was followed with MMT. This initial bilayer served as an adhesive
primer, as PGD does not electrostatically bond and therefore poorly adheres to
the substrate. After this initial bilayer, a trilayer was formed by alternating dips of
PGD, PEI, and MMT. Figure A.1 shows a schematic representation of the deposition
process along with polymer and clay structures. All layers were deposited with one
minute dip times until the desired number of trilayers (TLs) were deposited. For the
electrostatically-bonded control film, the initial PEI/MMT primer was followed by
repeated PEI/MMT depositions at 1 min until the desired number of bilayers (BLs)
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were deposited. The TL films were grown at pH 3, 4, and 5 and in each case all
solutions were adjusted to the same pH. The BL films were all grown with PEI at pH
10 and MMT at its unaltered pH of 9.8. All films were prepared using home-built
robotic dipping systems similar to one previously described [207].
Figure A.1: Schematic representation of LbL trilayer assembly with PGD, PEI, and
MMT onto a substrate.
A.2.3 Film Characterization
Film thickness was measured every five deposition cycles (on silicon wafers) using
an α-SE ellipsometer (J. A. Woollam Co., Inc., Lincoln, NE) under ambient condi-
tions. Oxygen transmission rate testing was performed by MOCON (Minneapolis,
MN) using an Oxtran 2/21 ML instrument at 0% RH. An Instron model 4411 tensile
tester (Instron, Norwood, MA) was used to apply 10% strain to the PET for 2 min
before measuring the OTR and imaging with SEM. Films were imaged using a JEOL
JSM-7500F SEM (JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). Prior to imaging, each film was coated
with approximately 4 nm of platinum/palladium to reduce surface charging.
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A.3 Results and Discussion
A.3.1 Film Growth
Trilayer assemblies were deposited with polyglycidol, polyethylenimine and mont-
morillonite clay in an effort to produce a partially hydrogen-bonded clay-containing
assembly that is able to retain oxygen barrier following significant stretching (≥
10%). These thin films were compared to a bilayer control system deposited with
PEI and MMT, which exhibits high oxygen barrier, but is very stiff (i.e., relatively
unstretchable) [69]. Layer-by-layer assemblies are represented in the text and figures
as xPGDTLy where x is the number of trilayers deposited and y is the pH of the
aqueous solutions used to deposit the nanocoating. All control films were deposited
with pH 10 PEI and pH 9.8 MMT (referred to as PEIMMT). Figure A.2 shows the
linear growth of both the TL and BL systems. It is known that pH is a very impor-
tant factor in the deposition of hydrogen-bonding systems [23, 208]. Lower pH values
promote thicker growth in hydrogen-bonding systems because increased protonation
of polyions allows for more hydrogen-bonding interactions with the neutral polymer
[23]. The thickest growing trilayer film (at pH 3) was chosen to be the focus of this
study because greater clay spacing is known to achieve better barrier for a given
thickness [69, 198]. The PEIMMT control was grown to the same thickness (i.e., the
20PGDTL3 film was 125 nm and so was 31PEIMMT).
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Figure A.2: (a) Thickness of PGDTL, at varying pH, as a function of trilayers
deposited. (b) Thickness of PEIMMT as a function of bilayers deposited, with data
extrapolated to 35 BL using the linear fit trend line (R2 = 0.9914).
A.3.2 Influence of Strain on Oxygen Barrier
A common method to improve polymer gas barrier performance is the addition
of clay [209, 210, 211, 212, 213]. Inorganic clay platelets are impermeable to oxygen
and therefore increase the diffusion path of oxygen through the film. Layer-by-layer
assembly results in high orientation of these nanoplatelets perpendicular to the dif-
fusion path, which maximizes the tortuous path that oxygen molecules must travel
[214]. Oxygen molecules are confined between the clay layers and must wiggle down
a clay-walled corridor until a gap between clay platelets is found and the molecule en-
ters a new corridor. Figure A.3 shows the oxygen transmission rate for uncoated 179
µm PET, 20PGDTL3 and 31PEIMMT (deposited on the PET) before and after a
10% strain was applied. It is important to note that even though the PET substrate is
plastically deformed during stretching, its barrier remains unaffected. This counter-
intuitive result is attributed to the alignment of polymer chains within the substrate
that result in a slightly thinner, yet slightly denser material [215]. The 31PEIMMT
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film performed as expected, exhibiting brittle behavior by cracking and exhibiting an
OTR nearly 45 times greater after stretching (increasing from 0.14 to 6.00 cc/(m2 ·
day · atm)). Although starting with a much larger OTR, the 20PGDTL3 nanocoat-
ing largely maintained its barrier, increasing only 17% after stretching (from 2.09 to
2.45 cc/(m2 · day · atm)). By successfully maintaining barrier after exposure to 10%
strain, the hydrogen-bonded film ended up with a significantly lower OTR than the
PEIMMT control. The final post-strain oxygen barrier of 20PGDTL3 is more than
three times better than the uncoated PET substrate.
Figure A.3: Oxygen transmission rates of neat PET and PET coated with
31PEIMMT or 20PGDTL3, before and after the various films were subjected to
a 10% strain.
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SEM was used to image surface cracking in the 20PGDTL3 and the 31PEIMMT
nanocoatings. Figure A.4 shows that there are no discernable cracks in either system
prior to stretching. Both films look similarly cracked after being stretched, but these
are only surface images and the appearance of cracks on the surface does not mean the
cracks propagate through the entire film thickness. The significant increase in OTR
of 31PEIMMT post-stretch suggests its cracks extend through the film. In the case of
20PGDTL3, the outermost two layers are PEI and MMT, which could result in more
superficial cracking that does not significantly increase OTR. It has been reported
that hydrogen-bonds along the basal planes of clay sheets allow for a somewhat fluidic
motion of alcohol molecules between them [203]. This motion could be attributed
to the hydrogen-bonding within these stretchy films. If through-thickness cracks
had been created upon stretching, it is possible that the hydrogen-bonding layers
(and their associated elasticity) facilitated self-healing. What appear to be cracks
in Figure A.4(d) could be more like scars created upon healing. Qualitatively, there
are fewer cracks per unit area in this partially hydrogen-bonded assembly.
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Figure A.4: Scanning electron micrographs of unstrained (a) 31PEIMMT and (b)
31PEIMMT after 10% strain. Images of (c) 20PGDTL3 and (d) 20PGDTL3 after
10% strain are also shown.
A.4 Conclusion
The layer-by-layer assembly of polyethylenimine and montmorillonite clay, with
hydrogen-bonding polyglycidol, was used to generate the first reported stretchable
thin film gas barrier. It was shown that adding a hydrogen-bonding polymer layer,
between electrostatically-bonded PEIMMT layers, allows this multilayer assembly to
maintain its oxygen barrier after being stretched 10%. The considerable post-strain
barrier loss of 4350% displayed by the brittle PEIMMT thin film was reduced to
a nominal 17% barrier loss in the stretchable thin film. This study establishes an
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important proof of concept that is a first step toward very stretchable films with
much lower gas transmission rates (i.e., better barrier). Future studies will investi-
gate cyclic loading on an elastic substrate to assess durability. The ability to impart
stretchiness to thin film gas barriers will make layer-by-layer deposition a viable ap-
proach for fabricating flexible and stretchable barrier films for pressurized elastomer
systems, food packaging, and stretchable electronics applications.
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